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VOLUME

railroad;. "Grander"

DEEPLYJFFECIED
General

Smith

Has

Received

His Orders.
QUESTIONS RIGHT TO INCORPORATE
v.--

, Exaggerated Rsf aits of Darcago by

Farthqtaks.

S

ANOTHER FAKE

A

TRACY

STORY SENT OUT

Ban Francisco,

Aug. 1. The trscs-por- t
Thomas, with General Jacob
Smith aboard, hao been sighted com-ininto the harbor.
Through his aide, Lieutenant M. H.
Shields, General Smith said he would
not be interviewed, as he did not care
to subject hlmreif to further criticism.
Major Davol, of the transport service,
delivered General Smiths nr fl n r r, f r a.
tlre'meut to him on board ship. Gen
eral ssmttn. on landing, went to the Occidental hotel and denied himself to
ail visitors.
After receiving the official notification of President Roosevelt's action,
Ceneral Smith retired to his cabin
overcome
with emotion.
General
.Smith, who is wearing civilian attire,
appears exceedingly nervous and
worn.
Intimate friends fear he is
breaking down under the severe strain
to which he has been subjected in the
recent months. His sealed orders require him to report to the adjutant
general at Washington and it is likely
Jie will lose no time in starting east.
Repeated efforts made during the
day to Induce General Smith to discuss
his campaign in the Philippines and
the court martial which followed as a
.sequel to his work, failed entirely. He
even declined to take up the subject
with intimate friends. The transport
Thomas brings portions of the Twenty-fiftinfantry regl
and Twenty-sixt- - .
.
meets and Tenth cavj.lry.
g

,

.

h

h
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ARE EXAGGERATED.
Reports of the California Earthquake
Damage were Overdrawn.
Lompoc, Cal., Aug. 1. The laost se- earthquake
shock here since
night, occurred shortly after 7
o clock last night. While the populace
is la a state of extreme anxiety and
considerable damage has been done in
various localities, it is the impression
of the Associated Press correspondent
on the scene that the reports from Los
AJnmos have been overdrawn. A great
leal of damage actually done must unquestionably be attributed to faulty
masonrv and the unfitness, nt struct.
tires to withstand even the slightest
earthquake. Since the initial shock on
Sunday last, vibrations have continued
with unaitated vigor at close Intervals.
There is no panic here yet. Heavy
lands. .des are reported from the moun
tains north of here,- with no damage
done beyond, the closing of two roads.

Svere
L
r

S

pounded Gilbert over the head with
Inflicting injuries A
It several times.
which are not only of a serioti9 nature,
but may prove fatal.
After Gilbert fell the bystanders
made an effort to arrest Clarke, but
Santa Fe Orders Electricity he is said to have stood them off with A New Sanitarium
his gun and declaring that there were
not enough men In the camp to ar' Used.
City.
.
rest him, mounted his cayuse and
rode off leisurely toward the foothills.
Gilbert's 'skull was trepaned yesLUCKY STRIKE NEAR OAK GROVE terday by Dr. Melllsh. It la stated STRIKE FOR INCREASE
that his chances for recovery are very

Is n term applied
to railroads west of Chicago and the
Mississippi river.
"The Rock Island has doubled its
irilcago within a year and now operates 8,'jon miles cf track. If the projects under wcy succeed it will operate
nearly 12.000 miles, of track. At the
beard meeting in New York the capital
ttcck Is to be Increased, and the absorption by purcliass of one or two
other lines is to be considered. In some
qunrters Lie rrpoit tiiat ths Rock island is seeking t5 purchase the St.
Louis & San Fiancisco rsrilroaj is discredited. In view cf tti statement of
ths head Oi tae system that the natural
outlrt of the traffic of tae Rock Island
H by way cf Galveston and the Gulf
the admission that the road will
rai
purc'.m.re vtBQ, Mallory lino of steamers
iuzn:njt tet cf Galve3ton It is mor
rcatonatlo to r uprose that it Is he
purr!::;? 2 cf tha Kansas City Southern
rallrcad that i3 roaLy the desirable
proposition. The Kansas City Southern
luas "straight as the erow files" to the
Gulf, while the 'Frisco aaa no tracks of
its own to thl3 point.
"It may develop ca one of the sur
prises of the meeting that the Rock Isl-ahas made a traffic arrangement
with the Santa Fe railroad by which it
will net be necessary for the Rock Island to build to the Pacific coast.
"By t.ie purchaGc of the Kansas City
Southern tailroad the Rock Island
would caia coni.ro! of the Suburban
Belt raliror.J in Kansas City, this affording it an j'Jeal terminal syrtem and
one In cloee proximity to the Bate3
bridge with Its many ramifications.
The Rock Island Is taid to be backing
this enterprise."

NEW HEADLIGHTS

President Mitchell Will Reply to.a
Recent Criticism.

......
MANY

WITH

.

BODIES RECOVERED IN AUSTRALIA

Topeka. Kan.. Aug. 1. The Santa Fe
has given an order for fifty of their
monster locomotives running between
Chicago and
Albuquerque to be
equipped at once with electric head
lights.

TURQUOISE STRIKE.
Rich Find in the Burro Mountain Mining District.
Special to The Citizen.
Sliver City. N. M.. Aug. 1. The report of a rlchlurquolse strike In the
Burro mountain mining district nar
Oan Grove has reached this city. The
lucky tinders were Robert Thompson
and J. R. Martyr, who are taking out
some very fine gems.

MATTERS.

AN OPEN
Trans-

Silver

OF

WAGES

COMITTED

NEW INCORPORATION.

Hon. Benjamin M. Read has been
notified by the pension office that Dor-ctsLope?, widow of Juan Rael, of
Chthiayo, Santa Fe county, has been
pension o( $8 per month. The
granted
deceased husband served in the civil
war In company K, First New Mexico
volunteers.
a

Land Office Business.
Homestead Entries: Lucarlo Moya,
Springer, 160 acres, Colfax county;
Candido Olona, 160 acres, Springer,
Colfax county; Pedro Chaves, Gallsteo,
159.69 acres, Santa Fe county, Toribio
Chaves, Galisteo, 160 acres, Santa Fe
county; Bernardo Chaves, Galisteo, 160
acres, Santa Fe county.
Coal Declaratory Statement:
John
Sharp, Gallup, 160 acres, McKlnley
county.

Mrs. Wheeler Struck George Harris en
the Head.
George Harris, a colored barber on
North Third street, was hit on the
head with a hammer by Mrs. Wheeler
this noon, but is not believed to be
seriously hurt.
Harris and another
colored man named Al Johnson boarded at Mrs. Wheeler's on West Tijeras
road until about a week ago. when
Harris and the womari fell out and she
ordered him from the house.
This noon while Johnson was at the
house at dinner, Harris went In and
knocked Mrs. Wheeler down twice.
Johnson then took a band and he and
Harris got In a fight. Johnson forced
him on to a bed and after choking him,
let him get up. He started to make
another attack on Mrs. Wheeler, but
sl.e had secured a hammer and struck
him over the head with it, which ended
the affray. Both Harris and Mrs.
Wheeler were arrested.
NEW

Will Reply to a Recent Criticism.
Wllkesbarre, Pa., Aug. 1. President
Mitchell of the Miners' union, started
to work early today upon a reply to
the open letter addressed to him yesterday by the Citizens' Alliance, a
Wilkesbarre organization ot business
and professional men and others. Mr.
Mitchell recently criticised the Alliance because he asserted it wanted to
prosecute all miners who violated the
law, but overlooked many violations
of law committed every day by the
coal combination. The Alliance, in an
open letter enumerated many outrages
said to have teen committed, by the
strikers and others and Mitchell was
called' upon to Issue a proclamation to
his followers warning them to keep on
In reply
the side of law and order.
Mitchell takes the ground that he always has been a staunch defender of
law and order and his followers
know it.

Rock

o

Make

Startling

Changes in Railway Map.
WALL STREET

PUZZLED.

n

Wall street seems to le in a conjectural state over. the. Rock Island

plans of . retnconp'arfct'on ta ke announced tomorrow t foe next day.
says a special dispatch--- , from New
York, dated July iO. The determination by the Rock Island directorate
points to a readjustment without an
underwriting synd'eate.
The 2.ooo
miles of the Rock Island system which
are as yet unbonded may be put up as
additional security for the proposed
new Rock Island rout. According to
authority that Is not cfficlal, but close
enough to be cons"derd, the Rock Island company will Issue an amount of
4 per cent collateral bonds equal to
the present authorized stock of the
Many Bodies Recovered.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific RailMelbourne. Australia, Aug. 1. Sixty-seve- road company. Through the sale of
bodies have been recovered from these bonds the liquidation of loans
Mount Kimbla colliery at Wollongong, which hav been made upon the synwhore the explosion occurred yester- dicate holding of old stock wlil eventday. The work of rescue is much ham- ually be pledged as security for the
pered by the after damp.
bond issue of the new company.! In
some circles it Is held that the Hock
Island Is preparing to tackle the
THAT SHORT-CUinterests In every direction.
Articles of Incorporation of the Rock
Ifland company were filed In Jersey
City recently. Capital stock Is placed
An Interesting Talk With One of the
'at lo0,ono,00, and a fee or $30.0oo
was deposited with the county clerk ot
Chief Engineers.
The
Hudson county. New Jersey.
stock is divided into 54.hio shares of
preferred and dtJO.otio shares of com-
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PASS FAVORED.

hy-th-

Peace Reigns Everywhere.
Shenandoah. Pa.. Auif. 1. Peace
reigns everywhere in tho coal region.
The soldiers have settled down for a
period of enjoyable camp life.

n

T.

ABO

'
Improved.
.
Dallas, Tea, A.ui.L Ko heavy
In
Texas estei1ay, and the
i&'is fell
situation Is Vflfctly' "Improved. Traffic
e
is now being handled
Texas
rocds with perfect safety. . Many people spent the night in the tree tops
around Quintan on Tuesday, and were
rescued with difficulty on the following
morning with boats brought from
Considerable
Greenville and Paris.
damage resulted from the' flood. The
water was still over the Texas Midland tracks at Qulnlan last night, but
no lives lost there. Rivers are falling
everywhere except In the extreme
southern part of the state, where the
flood Is being augmented by small tributaries. General Manager Nixon, of
the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, estimates Its loss at $10,000.
'

n

-

PURCHASE.

VALUABLE

Outside Capital Secure the Gas and

Electric Light Companies.

mon.

The purpose of the corporation is declared to "acquire, purchase and bold
subscriptions, stocks, bonds, securities,
shares and other evidences of corporations generaoy and to merge corporations ono into another." Dividends of
4 per cent on preferred stock are guaranteed up to 103, and of 6 per cent
from that time to 19Hi.
in the articles of Incorporation the
agent of the stockholders is tne Commercial Trust company. The Incorporators are Roliert 7. itoss, J. A. Tenant,
Walter McDerraott. George S. Tracy,
K. F. Tulley, John W. aardenburg, Oscar L. Gubleman. William J. Field and
George T. Iiog.es. These are all directors of the Commercial Trust company. Each of the incorporators is
credited with fifty shares of stock.

F. M. Jones, chief engineer of the
Santa Fe surveying corps, doing work
on the proposed Santa Fe cut off,
stopped off between trains this morning while en route from Helen to his
home at Lns Vegas. Mr. Jones is returning from a two weeks' trip by
buggy from Las Vegas to Pinos Wells
and from the Wells along the line of
survey over Alo Pass to Ueien. His
mission was to investigate the timber
and water resources of the country
over which the new road will run. He
reports having tound a goodly supply
of fine water at different places along
the route and that an abundance ot
gocd tie timber can be lound in the
Manzano mountains.
At Kustview, Valencia county, one
of the gentleman's horses was bitten
OLD TOWN REPUBLICANS.
by a rattlesnake and so badly injured
.
that be was compelled to buy anothi-rThey Met Last Night, Organized and
Mr. Jones spent one night at Last-vieElected Officers.
and enjoyed a pleasant visit wit!i
A well attended
and enthusiastic
United Stntes Land Commissioner J.
He says that the Santa met ting cf old town republicans was;
W. Corbi-ttFe short cut will bo built over Ab.i held in the court house but night.Wiiit-iuRomero presided with H. R.
Lai's.
and Net tor Montoya as vice prerl-cnts,
and S. Ciollott as secretary. It
GAME OF POKER.
was unanimously vol. d to dissolve the
McKlnley club aid organize the
Causes Trouble Between Players at
club, and the followCorona, N. M.
ing officers were unanimously chosen
F. M. Gilbert, dangerously injured by the new organization:
President Nestor Montoya.
from the effects of being beaten ou
Vice Presidents J sus Romero and
ilie head with a six shooter, was
brought in on the Rock Island train Tomas Werner.
Secretary Seferino Crollott.
yesterilay morning and taken to
Sergxant at Arms David Perca.
Hotel Dieu on a stretcher, says the IC
.
Committee C. D.
Paso Times.
H. R. Whluns. M. C. (mix. .V.
Gilbert Ic a ranchman and lives
near Corona, tl. M. He was beaten Vpringer, G. Armijo, C. Gonzales aaJ
into insensibility at that place by M. Duran.
Several excelUnt . speeches were
Deputy Sheriff Jap Clarke, of Luua
made, among them being
.ose of
county, New Mexico.
Tae' difficulty was the outgrowth ol Mtssrs. Montoya, C ollott, Ort'z and
.
.
a gamc.of poker. The two men quar- Cor jazo.
j
reled wlille the game was in progThe Albuquerque I'.rowns will leave
ress and Clarke Invited Gelbert outside to fight. Gilbert is an obk man on No. 8 tomorrow evening for I as
and Clark is a stalwart six footer In Vegas and will pla there the r.wxl
the prime of life. Without warning day returning to All iquurque on SunLe whipped out bis six shooter and day evening at 10:lu.
.

Jc-su-

g

ExHt-utiv-

Mur-pay-

--

teba Site

Ministers.'
ELKS

NOTTS

ADDIXG

Record Breaking.
SoDthern
BALDWIN IS BACK

DAILY

Inftt

Raiss Fall
Stales.

FROM

ARCTIC BEBlCt

Berne, Switzerland. Aug. 1. Dr. O.
Carlln, late Swiss minister to Italy,
has lieen appointed minister to Great
Britain, replacing Dr. C. D. Bourcarte.
who la ordered to' Washington to re-lleve J. B. Hado, Swiss minister to the
United States who goes to Italy. These,
changes are due to the resumption ot
diplomatic relations between Italy and
Switzerland".

i

.

HAVE

FAITH

IN

ALBUQUERQUE.

.1. J. Henry, accompanied
by T. B.
Whitted. the chief engineer of tho
General Electric company, reached this
city yesterday evening and has made
arrangements to purchase the gas and
electric light companies of Albuquerque, and to luvest a considerable sum
of money In the building up and improvement of both of these properties
Mr. Henry owns and operates the
lighting and Ice plants at Tucson, Arizona, and also other electric light and
pas plants in Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska and Oregon, and is thoroughly
conversant in regard to the lighting
and power requirements of cities similar to our town.
It is hoped that all reasonable en
couragenic nt will be offered to not only
Mr. Henry but to all others who may
dt sire to Invest here.
The Citizen ti lists that the people
lu re will encourage and tosfc r the Investment of capital in our ihldst, as It
means a benefit directly or Indirectly
to all. It is almost a certainty that a
new electric street railway is anion?
the Improvements contemplated by
thi'Fo geiitb men and will be put iu op
eration at an tarty date.
Maynard (iunsul has arrived here
from Arizona M take charge of these
properties.
I), ti. Macpherstin will heivafter
his time and attention to the water supply company aud other Interests
Im longing to the Grant estate.

e

GOVERNOR

STONE'S ORDER.

Says tne Law Muat be lpheld in Penn-- '
sylvania.
Hairisburg, Pa., Aug. 1. Governor
general
order placing troops
Stone's
on (Kity at Shenandoah was made pub-li- s
today, it says:
"Unlawful assemblages have congregated in some sections of tbw common- rVwarfh aud by acts of violence and dis
regard of law, have taken human life
and plated life and property in Jeop-ardThe civil autuoritiuu are unable

CONVERT A DAY.
8ilver City Elks will Have a Larg
Delegation.
Special to The Citizen.
Silver City, N. M.. Aug. 1. The Sliver City delegation of Elks who ar
going to Salt Lake to attend the grand
reunion of Elks in that city are every
day addlag a new convert to the.
crowd. They will leave here on the
evening of the 7th and Join the Albuquerque crowd.
.

MORE RAIrJ FALLING.

Tennessee' AlabamaT Mississippi and

Arkansas Getting It Now.
Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 1. Record
breaking rains have fallen In west Tennessee, north Alabama, north and cenMi8BlslppI,, and .. eastern Arkan
The following letter, showing that El tral
pour has been almost
Paso appreciates the worn ot tae spe- sas. The down
for'twenty-fou- r
hours, but
cial Albuquerque fair committee In its continuous'
now predicted. Th
efforts anent base ball, was received clearing weather la
Memphis
was 4.40
precipitation
at
yesterday by President O'Rielly: ' Inches; Arlington, 6.80 Inches, and
EI Paso, Texas, July 30, 1902.
Helena, Ark., 4.sT. inches. . It is beJ. H. O'Rielly, President New Mexico lieved
considerable damage was done
Fair, Albuquerque, New Mexico:
Interior by the hoods to rail
Dear Sir Replying to your welcome In theand
crops In the low lands.
favor of the 28th, I have to say that roads
we appreciate your Kind words of gratBaldwin la Back.
itude and congratulation and beg to as
Honnlngsvaag, Norway, Aug. 1. Ev
sure you that it Is my sincere wish to elyn
B. Baldwin, Arctic explorer, arsee Albuquerque and New Mexico suchere today. He reported all hla
ceed In every effort that is made to de- rived
health and said: "We
velop the welfare of the territory and men In good
the Queen city of the same. J. W. have been baffled but not. beaten.'
Magoffin, who was engaged with me In
Fake Tracy Story.
tne raising of the funds requested by
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 1. A special
your committee, is at Cloudcroft. He to the Chronicle from Ellensstates
wlil return In a few days when we ex- KnerifT Brown investigated the story
pect to call a meeting of the subscrib- that Sol Evans, living - fifteen miles
ers and have an organization perfected north of that town, was held np by
and advise you and Mr. McCanna of El Harry Tracy last Monday and declare
Paso's readiness to enter into final ar- it a fake.
rangements for a successful base ball
tournament In your city and ours.
Irrepressible May.
London. Auz. 1. Mav Ynh ilmta tr.
With best regards and wishing you a
distinguished success in the coming the Savoy hotel early this morning and
tnlr, 1 am, yours sincerely,
registered as i,auy t'rancjs Hope.
V. MARTINEZ.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
McCanna Hears the News.
New York Metal.
P F. McCanna. secretary of the New
New York. Aug. 1. Lead Quiet r
Mexico Territorial Fair association,
Copper
Quiet; $11.90fe12.
hears tho news while visiting his old M12Vihome at Oswego, N. Y.. and writes the
St.
Louis
Wool.
following letter In answer to a teleSt. Ixiuis, Aug. l. wool Firm:
graphic message:
territory and western medium. 11UU
Oswego. N. Y.. July 28. 1902.
fine. ll15V4c; coarae. ll
Mr. Thomas Hughes, Albuquerque, J64c:
iViiC.
New Mexico:
Dear Sir I was very glad to get
New York Money.
your message of July 23 from El Paso,
New York, Aug. 1. Money on call
of
personal
the
I
3
from
per
the
knew
cent.
and
Prime mercantile paper
per cent. Silver, 63. t
committee that you would get Just
what you went tor.
Chicago Grain.
From present indications we will
Chicago. 111.. Aug. 1. Wheat Ang
have the very beet base ball talent In
the country, and B. T. Babbitt Hyde 704c; Sept., 70c.
Corn Aug., 6674c; Sept., 66c.t
assured mo while In New York that
Oa,ts Ang., 29c, new 85c;
the Hyde Exploring Expedition would
iC.
r
new. 32V4c
do as nyich If not more for the fair
Pork Aug., J18.55; Sept, $16.70.
this year than they did last. Mr. Hyde
Aug., $10.70; Sept., $ 10.77 H.
is a very fine man, and intensely InterRfos Aug., $1030; Sept, $1027ft.
ested in the present and future of New
Mexico.
Kansas City Live Stock. .
Will stop In Chicago and Kansas
Kn:ias City, Aug. 1. Cattle Re
Cltv on my return.
Regards to "Mac" and the rest of the celpts. 2,im head: market steady; napeopie. lie sure and keep the fair to tive steers, $.".15CS10; Texas and Indian steers, $2.6u4.25; Texas cows.
the front.
Thanking you for the help that you $2.5j3.C'; native cows and heifers.
$1.4nf)7J5; stockers and feeders, $2CJ
are giving us, I am yours, etc.,
5.5U; buns, $2.254.10; calves, 2.25
1 . F. McCANNA.
M'CANNA

No Rains In Texas and Flood Situation

liar-rima-

Genera! Shifting

n

COMBINE.

Island Will

DIPLOMATIC TORN

FOR TRIAL

Texas Is Slowly Recovering From the Col. Arthur Lynch Must Face the
Charge of Treason.
London, Aug. 1. Col. Arthur Lynch,
Flood Situation.
the nationalist member of parliament
accused cf high treason during the
Boer war, was taken to Bow street poENJOYING CAMP LIFE IN PENNSYLVANIA
lice court today. Lynch made a long
statement. In which he said he had
gone to South Africa tinder a contract
Spo( ial trf The Citizen.
with the Paris Journal and bad not ex1
M
An
K
Tha
Silver litv
.
..
- o nr.
- .
pected to stay more than two months.
i
tica wh recently purchased the Tim-me- r He also crranged to serve the Century
In
city
house
which has Magaxme, Collier's Weekly and sevthis
elghty-flvrooms In It, to be converted eral other American publications. He
Into a sanitarium for the treatment of denied ho saw Dr. Ieyda, Boer agent,
pulmonary troubles, hava a large force before starting, and declared he had
of workmen at work on the property, no mission from Leyds to the Transand when it is completed It will be the vaal. Lynch was committed for trial.
finest institution of Its kind in the
Hon. C. F. Easley, a prominent cltl-xeweRt. A well known doctor of this city
of Santa Fe, la expected to arrive
will heve the sanitarium
in charge
with an assistant. The dining room In the city this evening and will remain
wlil furninh the best of food for the over until Tuesday, when he will take
Inmates of the house ibat can be pro the special Knights of Pythias train
to attend the biennial convention at
cured.
San Francisco. Mr. Easley la one ot
the officers of the supreme grand
ANOTHER STRIKE.
lodge.
Boilermakers, Shipbuilder and Help
FAIR.
ers want Increase of Wages.
BOOMING
Chicago, ill.. Am?. 1. Boilermakers
shipbuilders and helpers to the number
of 1,500 employed In contract and Job
shops of this cuy, struck today be. Hon. Felix Martinez Writes a Few
cause the Master Boilermakers' asso
ciatlon refused to increase wages.
Lines of Interest.
VASTLY IMPROVED.

A HAMMER.

LETTER.

President Mitchell

Incorporation.
The Gila Land and Live Stock company has filed incorporation papers,
the incorporators being Thomas R
Pearson, George W. M. Carvil. Fulton
J. Davidson, John W. Carter, of Grant
county, and John Clay, of Graham,
Ariz. The headquarters are at Silver
City, Grant county, and the capital is
$200,100, divided into 200,000 shares.
The directors are Thomas R. Pearson,
Geo. W. M. Carvil. of Silver City; Fui-toANOTHER DENIAL
J. Davidson, Pinos Altos; John vV.
President Yoakum Says Hia Read Will Carter, of Silver City, and John Clay,
of Duncan, Ariz.
Not Pass to Rock Island.
President Benjamin F. Yoakum, of
SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED.
the St. Louis & San Francisco railroad
has again denied the reports of the
'Frisco being absorbed by the Rock Isl- Wat Hattie Wincfield Injured In a Fall
and or that a controlling interest is
or Otherwise.
to be transferred to the Rock Island.
Hattie Wlngfield, the ten year old
President Yoakum has been very busy daughter
of Mr3. Robert West, living
for three months denying the reports
the corner of Iead avenue and Fifth
of the merging of his road with the at
street, is severely injured and has the
Rock Island.
appearance of having been ruined by
A dispatch from New York says:
flesh anil
- " 'The St. louis k. San Francisco some inhuman brute. Theinjuries
exskin is badly torn and the
railroad is not to merged with Rock tend into the interior
of the body. The
Island nor with any other railroad,' little girl says ttiat she was hurt by
said President Yor.kum of the former fa.'ling from the top of a board fence,
hotel.
at'the Waldorf-Astoribut the huit is of such nature that it
"The Frisco will have a loard meet- could not have been made in any such
ing here on Wednesday, but the sale manner. The doctor says that tae case
of the road will not b a part of the looks suspicious. The little girl sufferproceedings.
during the night and
" 'I have denied this before, and now ed considerably
Hattie
lost considerable blood.
repeat it. You can make it as em- has
says that the accident occurred about
phatic as you choose. The 'Frisco is 7 o'clock
last night but as the injuries
not negotiating with any railroad or
not pain her much she did not comrepresentatives of syndicates lor its did
plain, and it was about o'clock when
sale. It is doing very well independ- hue was discovered in tae yard Hack of
ently. Its stockholders are perfectly riie house. Airs. West was down town
satisfied with the property as it exists." between 0 ami (J:3o o'clock. Wheu she
'This liisnoses of the reported ex- i turned Hattie was playing in the
tension of Rock Island, so far as the (rent yard with two little native 'girls
Is concerned.
The Atchison is abot:t her own a 30. About 7:30 o'clock
'Frianother which hi said to be claimint; the three girls passed through the
the attention of the Moores. President house info t.io bark yard.
Ripley, of the Atchison, Is quotvd as
The native girls tell two stories.
sayiup that i!i re will be no sale of the They say ibey saw her fail and helped
control of tunt property to Rockk Isl- her up and ihen later denied that they
and interest. He also declares that hclpcif h r up and said that they did
have not been not ste her
the Atchison people
cn the fence.
looking for any merger with the Rock
Hattie is a ,'iy good looking; colored
Island or any other road.
girl and is weil developed for one ol
"No project concerning any western her age.
railroad has attracted so nniwh attenThe police were ncuifled this aftertion as the proposed readjustment noon and thny will investigate.
plan of the Chicago. Ru k Island &
Pacific railroad, which U to come up
DOUBLE MURDER.
loard of
at the annual meeting olintheNew
York.
tyilem
the
of
directors
Members cf Prominert Famijies Shot
The Santa Fe reorganisation a few
By a Woman.
atyears ago, which attracted so much reSaliuaj, Cal., Aug, 1. Warren Johc-sotention, was a successful ffort to
and Joseph Lor lges, scions of
the
habilitate a bankrupt railroad, Jut
prominent families, wtre attacked and
Htick Uland project Involve a system fatally shot early this morning by an
financial conIn splendid physic d
the abandoned woman who then attempted
dition and is an attempt to control
suicide, but as prevented. The shootimmense traffic of the west andb souththe sgest ing is believed to Lave taken place
west It is by long odds
transaction of its kind among granger alter a dobauch and vloleut quarrel.

V

at

good.

n

Pension Granted Land Offics
actions,
t

to preserve public peace, protect life
and property and secure to cititena of
the commonwealth their rights and
privileges under the constitution and
laws. Lawlessness, disorder and conduct tending to disturb the public
peace and safety of life and property,
will be suppressed and to that end
such portions ot the national guard a
may be necessary to enforce the laws
will l placed on duty to assist the
civil authorities' in restoring and maintaining peace and order."

FORGE.

:

1
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LARGE
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1G

AT

OSWEGO,

N. Y.

45

Sept-28M-

Ird

5.35.

POSTPONED UNTIL TUESDAY.
Suit to Examine Books of the Fuel &
Iron Company.
IVnver. Colo., Aug. 1. The case of
Duvid II. Dougan against the Colorado
Fuel &. Iron company's officers, in
u hir h writ of mandamus is sought to
compel the officers of the company to
permit an examination by the piaiuiin
of the company's stock book, tame up
tnl.iv in iliKtriet court before Judge
Mullins. Counsel for the plaintiff
moved to transfer th; case to Judge
Mnlone whii Issued the alternative
writ". This motion was denied by Judge
Mullins. Ou application of counsel lor
the defendants the hearing was postponed until Tuesday next.
V. V. Clark and wife cwme In from
Woodbury, Cochitl distriot, last night.
Mr. Clark is In charge of the Cochitl
Reduction and Milling comuany operating a reduction plant at Woodbury.

Sheep Receipts. 2.000 head; market
steady; muttons, $3.t94.60; lambs.
$3.75fi4: range wethers, $3.404.60a
ewes, $3.4o& 4.1.0.
Chicago Live Stock.

Chit ago. Aug. 1. Cattle t Receipts.
1.7"') head; market steady; good tt
prime steers, $$& g.25; poor to medium

$L75i7.7u: stockers and feeders, $3JJI
Cuj.25; cows, $1506 5.75; heifers. $2 6
fui.ae; tanners, $1.50(0 2.50; bulls.
$2 5o 'n 5.5(1; calves. $2.50t$.75; Texas
fed steers, $3.2566.75; western steers1,
$3TfG.5i.

Sheep Receipts, 6.000 head: eootl
to choice wethers. $3.75 4.25; fair t
choice mixed. $3.603.75;
western
sheep. $2.5o4; native lamba, $3.50jt
6; western lmbs, $5.75 to top price.
Quit a lar$t number of Albuquerque
lllj accompany
rooters
the Browns!
on their trip to Las Vegas, among;
them being several Elks and. fair asso
ciatlon officials.

T E ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, AUGUST FRIDAY, 1, 1902
well groomed." I Ilk hstted Now Yorker are taming hard about tne glorious
principles of democracy. But there l5
aa much difference jrtween the
Kansas--

d

WE GURANTEE SATISfAQTION.

Bk

H. BR1GGS & CO., Prescription Druggist

V. V. CLARK,
MlnlnB and metallurgical engineer. 106
Wept Onld tvfnuf, ..juquerque, N. M.
Specialties-- - Report, purvey and maps,
pinna and reduction work; mine" ano
mining Investments; pecond hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and anaiypia.

.

I

...Special Bargains...

brand of democracy and the
brand as between
New
tho Reran anl a Sunday mornlnc
newspaper. Neither tlmo nor defeats
have Uu?ht now lessens or c?ttl?d old
rcorc9. Bryan end his followers worOSTEOPATHY.
ship before tha same old gods, ar.l
B
. .
. . .n n m f
the eastern democrats hold fo their
School
Still's
T.
No
convention
own altars and Idols.
Port graduate of Dr. A.
can make a platform broad enough to of Osteopathy, Klrkvllle. Mo. Lung trou- .
ana
uiseasoie
enronio
mi
hold both factions.
Dulimnfr roum
Olllce, Wliltln
3; Automatic telephone, 164.
LANDS LOCATED.
DENTISTS
In an Interview In tue El Paso fews,
D. M. White, locating engineer and
Edmund J. Alger, 0. D. 8.
306 Railroad avenue. Office hours.
ngent of the United States land comP- - m. 10
mission at Santa Fe, sneaks encourag 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 Appointingly of the benefits to accrue from the 5:00 p. m. Telephone 4C2.
national Irrigation Mil and volunteers ments made by mail.
the Information that 600.000 acres of
LAWYERS
Irricable lands had already been given
to the nine territorial institutions of
B. RodeV
'
rnird
..cw Mexico by the United States gov
Alhuqnerque, N
ATTOR.NiJT-AT-LAernment lor sale several years prior to M.
attention slven to all buplneaa
Will prac
DrnfePBlon.
ta
Ac
nertalnlna
th
bill.
irrigation
passage
of
the
the
In all court of the territory and becording to his statement, almost every tice
office.
land
United
fore
States
the
acre in the territory that can he cum- . M. Bond
ntcd from living water has been
w. 42 F street, If.
irrnnPT.iT.!.
taken up.
W.. Waahlnartnn. n. C. Penplons. lands.
patents, copyrights, cavlati, letters pat
ent, trade marks, claim.
BIG CCHOOL HOUSE.
The lamest school building In the
William D. Lea
Oiflce. room 1
woili Is lo be built In what Is known ATTrmnwr-AT-utbuilding. Will practloa U
N.
T.
City.
It
Armllo
New
York
of
as the
side
territorywill afford plenty of elbow space for all tue courts of the
instructed
to
be
arc
children,
who
3.915
R. W. D. Bryan
by 150 teachers. Th building will be
Albuquerque, N.
ATTORNEY
square,
at.
wltn
Office.
a
National liana Duuainc
First
hollow
tho thane of
an immense court In tae center, and
Frank. W. Clancy
almost the whole cf the first floor will
-- I.A V
mum I and X
In
playground.
the
a
to
devoted
N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.at
cold
and
be
hot
are
to
basement there
E. W. Dobaon
water baths, and bathing at frequent
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, IVoni
intervals will be made compulsory. rell
Albuquerque,
N. M.
block,
Boys are to occupy one side of the
building and girls the other.
John H. 8tlnole.

Bryan

THE PEOPLE'S DRUG STORE

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.

On Sale Saturday Ni gilt

r--

Cor. Gold Avtaue and First Street.

-

that it won id be wf8dom or the Judge
--

to resign. His usefulness on the bench
In New Mexico la gone.

BCGRSg

KcCKKlOMT.

lghs
.W. T.
.

MfCrt,

rnbUekert

Krr. asri

Q7

t

1 de coat strike in the anthracite re
gion of Pennsylvania has reamed the
riot period, and the ctate troops are to
be called oat to preserve order.'

Caily aw Weekly.

Pwtsh

General Fftzhugh Lee. In an Inter- view, say the crisis in Cu nan affairs is
now at hand and they must show their
mMlity to maintain order or become a
dependency of the United States.
n
Htswtchee
aftecww
ettad Prs Cotmty
City a4
C4rclt
Fergusson has a silly
.Tfcstafoes Ntwt Mayte CUrewlatW Interview
the El Paso News. Mr.
t Northern Annm utrewmwn Fergusson inIs sore
and sour, and thinks
bo iomo. his
Copfe of this
greatness is not appnalaxrton
ot
ones
Oj
cj
in
preciated by the people of New Mexico.
t
81
eorrespcmdetit,
-R.
O.
vmr pedal
WaahtxtstOB,
two, 818 F street. H.
It is predicted that the democratic
central committee will urge opposition
to
It la always safe to net
Hmm Mrvic
oiwasoi Statehaov thatstatehood.
a democratic committee will do
the wrong thing on the slightest

Lrgat

e

PPr

"yte

d

ac

Term of BwaocrifftiM:

Wfys
by mn. mi
IMIf, tar
U. thr
Ml,
awlL
pf lHA

8 M

JT8w.

mootfci.

ow
Wmtr, u
by caiil'f.
per
WUy. by

Tlmlfy.

Detailed statistics covering the first

t

ft
pniw. mm...... 1 St year's operations of the five free pulSI He employment uureaus in Connecticut
ntl- -

...

yr. Ha

Ji show

that

14,57

applications

for cm

FROM 7 to 9 O'CLOCK
Birgainj which ought to fill this store to overflowing
One lot

One lot of finest TALCUM
POWDER, perfumed and carbol-ate-

WASHABLE
One lot of LADIES' GIRDLE
CORSET8, In black or grey, all
sizes; cheap at 75 cents. Special price for Saturday night only

SILK RIBBONS, in
every
other shade;
black and
fully worth 15 cents per yard.
TAFFETA

price of a box.
two hours only.

48c

5c

the regular

Is

Special price for

,t

ONE LOT OF LADIES' BLACK
DROPSTITCHED LISLE HOSE.SIZES

is the

82,

ONLY TIME

9 AND

CENTS.

at which you

92, FULLY WORTH

SPECIAL PRICE FOR

35

SAT-

URDAY NIGHT ONLY

may secure
These Bargains!

49 cents

d;

5c

Saturday Night

ONE LOT OF MEN'S MADRAS
SHIRTS, 8IZES 14'a TO 16, IN LIGHT
OR DARK COLORINGS; WARRANTED TO WA8H; SOLD EVERYWHERE
AT 75 CENTS. 8ATURDAY NIGHT
THEY GO AT

T-LAW.

cents

15

Special price for Saturday night

ert

IM
Triu fA II.Y CITIZEN wOl W OeMrcrwd ployinent were filed and that positions
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block
Sa M y at On low rmto f cewta par were secured for 7,880 persons.
AiDuquerque, N. M.
C or rnr o cams pr nonii. wm
MILES.
FOUR
TALKED
mootbtr- TI aa tataa ara teas tbaa
PHYSICIAN
Rain or no rain the sheep men of the
any outer omuy aapat n tat
One more wonderful Invention has
west are having a most prosperous been made a demonstrated success
Dr.
J. E. Bronaon
season, mainly from e fact that they tbe transmission of the human voice
Territorial Republican Central Com- are receiving about 3 cents more per distance of nearly four miles, by ihe Room IT, Homeopathic Physician,
Whiting Block.
pound for their wool than they were use of a telephone using the ray of
mittee Calf- -'
large
a
they
year,
have
DR.
I.
paid
8AYLIN.
and
powerful
searchlight,
in
last
a
from
lieht
ot tbo Territorial ReItopublican
tie members
Physician and Suraeon.
stead of wires. It Is the Invention of
Central Committee at Mew amount for the market.
Office. Rnnta Fe Pacific hospital. Albu- Ernest Ruhmer, and it is stated In niiornu.
Tsl. M. Private hours. 1 to
D. m.
K erica:
Residents of America are prone to Berlin that the speaking voice was Hospital pnones: Automatic, ui ; uiu
' Too are hereby notified that a meetcontinuously
durlnR
dinky
61.
audible
perfectly
phone.
only
a
Japan
as
little
ing; co the territorial republican central consider
The apparatus is
map, hardly entitled to any tho exoeriments.
raamittee of the territory of New snot on the
Still, consular too cumbersome and costly ior com
consideration.
Jfexica will be held in ARinqnerque on special
American trade with mercial use. at present, but will, of
Friday. August 32. 1902, for the pur- reports show that
be some day brought down U
pose of Axing the date and place to that nation for 1900 footed up the tidy course, conditions,
as has been tne case
better
Corner of First Street and
Kld the territorial republican conven- little sum of 159,000,000.
In the history of nearly all ImportatA
Railroad Avenue.
tion to nominate a candidate for
opens
Inventions; but the discovery
congress of the
Senator Henry M. Teller, of Colo- wonderful
la the
possibilities.
range
of
Has changed hands and Is now one
UtaUted States and for the considera- rado, has been working with the demo
at laBt deof the nicest resorts in the city. Best
tion of Bach other matters aa nay crats for several years, and
MACHINE.
rene
SAVING
party.
1
LABOR
of liquors Berved at the bar. Lager
laaauify come before said committee. clares himself with that
of Colorado should retire the
A Canadian has Invented a machine been on draught. Patronage solicited.
It la boped that all members will be publicans
LUKE WALSH,
am at at said meeting, aa natters of old man. Many of the political woes for lavlne bricks which does the work
Proprietor.
of that state can be traced directly to of six or seven skilled bricklayers and
importance fur the Interest of the
party of the territory will be Mr. Teller.
costs $500. In common house walls a
Homestead Entry No. 4298.
bricklayer, with a laborer to Keep mm
idered. Very traly yours.
Notice for Publication.
FRANK A. HUBBELI
General Botha's speech. In which he supplied with materials, will lay on an Department
of the Interior, Land Of
Chairman Territorial Republican Cen-- I advised his compatriots to let politics average of about .500 bricks in a day
flee at Santa r e, In. M., June ii
I
alone and turn their attention to mak of ten hours. In the neater outer faces
tral Committee.
1902.
In
ing themselves nappy In South Africa, of back buildings he will lay 1.200;
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
to
which Is to be their home, will no ennd ordinary street fronts. Sill)story
lowing
named settler has filed notice
very
1
lower
finest
doubt be a great disappointment to the 000. and of the
to make final proof lo
his
intention
of
enr
depending
300,
150
to
stump orators in this country, who faces, from
support
claim, and that said
of
bis
plain
In
etc.
angles,
have prophesied that Great Britain the number of
proof will be made before the register
average
should
he
engineering
I would find
in South Africa another Ire massive
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. MM on Au
lliuid. and that the Boers would keep about 2.000 a day. The new machine 1b gust 4, 1902, viz.: Fellz Trujillo de
should
and
work
plain
only
to
Inn an eternal warfare on tneir op adapted
Herrera, in behalf of the heirs oi
lay from 9,000 to 12.000 bricks a day.
I pressors.
Abran Herrera, deceased, for the
op
to
required
are
lad
a
men
and
Two
NW4. Sec. 22, EVa NE, Sec. 21, T 8
erate it.
N. It 6 E.
IRRIGATED LANDS.
He names tbe following witnesses to
Of the 78.374.400 acres of land sur
prove his continuous residence upon
MINING CONGRESS.
or
0,130,8(8,
only
Mexico,
New
face in
At Butte. Mont., on Monday, Sep and cultivation of said land, vis:
C.5 per cent, were Included in farms in
Fellz Trujillo, of Escobosa, N. M.;
1. 1902. will be opened the flfi.li
tember
per
cent,
o.4Z
or
326,873,
only
1899. and
aoeminn
nf thn international Felipe Tapia. of Escobosa, N. M.
...u.i
land,
improved
improved.
the
Of
were
congress, which will last five Manuel Mora y Martinez, of Escobosa,
303,438 acres are located outside 01 me mining
governors of all the states. N. M.; Jose B. Lebarlo, of Escobosa,
Tho
hv
importance
The
Indies reservations.
mayors of all the cities and each N. M.
the
oy
irrigation
the
demonstrated
Is
of
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
mining exenange
For Delegate to Congrcvs
ir mining bureau.
fact that in 1899 the corresponding By
commerce, board of trade.
of
chamber
B. & RODEY.
acres.
91,745
waa
but
area
rigated
THOUSANDS SAVED BY
union and labor and trade as
the building of new .ches and the ex- miners'
Bvmblv are invited to send delegates
area
irrigated
ones,
the
old
tension of
CITIZEN ENLARGED.
numbers allotted in each particular
the territory has been augmented12 at
Today Tbe Citlsen la enlarged one of 150.148
case. These sessions of the interna'
of
increase
a
net
acres
asolumn to the page, making; it the larg-a- to cent,
tlcnal minlug congress have been at- - Pnnohe PnMe
Pnnonmiitlnn
i
UUlldUlliuuuii. uuugut wuiuo
trading more and more or the
best and cheapest uaity newspaper per
published n tbe territory of New MexLUNG
AND
THROAT
TROUBLES.
try's attention since tne nrsi one waa
and all
PROSPEROUS COUNTRY,
ico. It is now the equal In ahce and
medicine
wonderful
positive!,
This
jnaHty of matter of the daily papers
That the United States Is in first "Th.nf.JMivitle. of the united
pabJtahed is cities of 60.000 inhabl-- ca8a financial condition may be Judged st.p constitute a verv large and rap- - cures Consumption, Loughs, Colds.
nw- Asthma, Pneumonia,
I from the fact that there Is now on Idly growing interest. This congress Bronchitis,
is not devoted to the gold ana silver
In every matter of pnbHc Interest nan(i an available cash balauce
Fever, Pleurisy, LnOrippe.
of mining interests alone, but to coal,
Citizen has at all times taken a money subject to appropriation
lwnDM'fil,.flTi,t.JWhnnn,
The
Sending part, and in the future tt will jjoe.OOO.OOO. All told the government Iron, lead, zinc, copper, tin. stone, pe- - """"V"V' tT
.7,
I
aw found right at the iront in working nag 'oa nan(1 tno enormous sum of
troleum. gypsum, cobalt and all the IngCough. Every bottle guaranteed
prod
and
in
metallic
is
Xor this city and territory- ether
$497,000,000
ji9 000,000, of which
NO CURE. HO PAY.
It is the ambition of The Citizen to
probably the largest goli hoard ucts of any importance. These in the riCEBOc.ind$l. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
$1,000,passed
aggregate
the
have
Just
ail
ynbllsa
territory,
news
Uncle
tbe
world.
this
of
held' by any nation In the
t
lta telegraphic pages will be complete,
nag $835,000,000 in trust funds for 000,000 mark in annual production,
Small Holding No. 3215.

Of No. 9

Read!

19 cents

e--

-

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

-

Mail

Cosmopolitan
Pape
Patterns U,v
None Higher

B

The Metropolitan

Orders
Promptly
Filled
--

220

Leon B.5tern,Proprieto&

INU.

dele-sat- e

Fifty-eight-

h

One lot of LADIES' FINEST
Wt.lTE EMBROIDERED HANDKERCHIEFS; 25 cents is the
lowest price you ever bought
them for; On Saturday night
they go at

TP

1

One lot of BOYS'

BALBRIG-GA-

One lot of DR. WILLIAMS'
FOOT POWDER; the proper
stuff to help your sweating feet;
sold everywhere at 15 cents per
box. Our price Saturday night
only

N

SHIRTS AND DRAWERS;
always sold at 35 cents. Special price for Saturday night only

J8c

J5c

5c

(XOOCXDCOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOO

THE

J.H.Q'Rielly&Co.

Bank of Commerce
Is without dispute tho coolest
place In town. Everything we
serve at the fountain Is ice cold.

ALBUQUERQUE

$100,000

Capital

ICE COLD SODA
ICE COLD FRAPPES
ICE COLD SHERBETS

OFFICER8 AND DIRECTOR

ICE COLD LEMONADES

M. 8. OTERO,

t,

coun-liu-

ICE COLD PHOSPHATES
EVERYTHING UP TO DATE.

1

J. fl. O'RIELLY

.

President

W. 8. 8TRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast.
WM. MclNT08H
80LOMON LUNA
A. M. BLACK WELL

J. U BALDRIDGS

& CO.

ashlet

W. A. MAXWELL

K

I

c

-

.

notes and the output Is rapidly increasing.
H
.Brinrates. !162.(oo.tHiO in bis
anent of the paper will be carefully general fund.' and $127,000,000 depos
A Physician Healed
.maintained
in national banks." So states a
Dr. Geo. Ewing. a practicing physio
financial authority.
ian of Smith's Grove, Ky., for over
thirty years, w rites his personal ex per
At the head oT the list Tbe Daily
ience with Foley's Kidney Cure: "For
Citizen.
WAR RECORDS,
I had been greatly liothered with
war department nas arrangea years
The
kidney and bladder troubble and en- The chances are good that ATbnqner-aju- e for the publication of the war records larged
prostrate gland. I used every- will get an electric street railway of the conflict between wis country thlnar known to the nrofession without
alttring the next six months.
and Hnain. The set of works, which relinf
until I commenced to use
will be compiled from the documents Foley's Kidney Cure. After taking
department,
war
of
possession
the
In
conven
loira
The
state republican
bottles I was entirely relieved
the military operations threecured.
tion adopted a resolution favoring will embrace
I prescribe it now daily in
In the Philippines since the close of and
jKooseveU. for president la 1904.
practice and heartily recommend
tha war with Spain, and in cnina aur my
exneQition to Pekin. An its use to all physicians for sucu trou
S'resWtnt Knosevelt has written to in? thn relief
selected for the work bles. I have prescribed it in hundreds
been
has
officer
(Governor Hrodle. of Arlsona, that he
sent to mauua of cases with perfect bucccss.
have
orders
and
cannot visit that territory this year. requiring that all been
records in the pos
Statehood ciaars, two for 25 cents.
of the aumoriues mere ue im
Homes are lieing wade In uew Mex- session
to Washington.
JEMEZ & SULPHort HOT SPRINGS
ico. During tho past year 25,000 acres wirdnd
TheK records include the volutnln
LINE.
were filed unon at the Las Craces land ous papers found in the possession of Carries the STAGE
U. S. mall; only line with
same.
and otner omcers oi me m a change of stock en route; good rigs,
urgent army. Most of these papers horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer
Pointer to democratic committee: have been translated by American of- que every Tuesday, Thursday Bnd Sat
The republicans Intend to crry New ficers In Manila, and some of the cop- urday at 5 a. m. t or particulars adMexico next tall Ly at least 6.1MJ0
ies of the translations have already dress W. L. Trimble u. Co., agents, Al
been sent to Washington, among them buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprie
being the dally account of the insur- tor, Jeniez.
immediate staff
o
Tbe territorial democratic central gent leader and his two
years. The
Just received a large shipment of
committee will mitt In this city to- during the period of
suppleJapanese and Chinese matting. Albert
morrow. It a 111 ,e in many ways a text of the volumes will be
Faber. 305 Railroad avenue. .
mented by maps and charts.
Snneral gathering.

and its

redemption of outstanding

editorial opinions will be con-tn-o
aenrative and lilieraL Every depart- -'

its

Senator l'latt predicts that tbe New

Work Elate delegation will be solidly

fur the

the

nnirtinaticn

ijresidfut'y in

of Roosevelt for

HiK.

Clevt-landis-

Arizona Is grrivine. Fourteen
flutta! liaaks L,e Ixx v established in
the suntuei-- iart of tl at territory dur
ing the pabt three years.

na--

In the Judge McMillan case Tbe
Citizen bos published all that ban been
staid for and against the gentleman.
Tfais is the linty df
newspaper. Tbe
The CiUsen hu made is

awla-cciauuK-

DIVIDED DEMOCRACY.
W. J. Bryan holds that there can be
no harmony between "a democracym
and a
that means democracy,
that means plutocracy."
It is certain that Urover Cleveland
would reply that there can be no union
between "a democracy that means democracy and a BryaniBni that means
populism."
Ho there you are. The prospects
for democratic harmony are no bet
at any time since me popu
ter than 11)00.
The long haired
of
lists are suoutlnf democracy and the
cam-nala-

LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
one size smaller after using Allen's
Foot Ease, a powder to be shaken into
the shoes. It makes tight or new shoes
feel easy; gives Instant relief to corns
and bunions. It's tbe greatest com
fort discovery of the age.- - Cures ant
nwvrnti swollen feet blisters, callous
and sore spots. Allen's Foot Ease is
a certain cure for sweating, hot, ach
ine-- feet.
At all druggists and shoe
stores. 25c. Don't accept any substl
tute. Trial package free by mall. Ad
dress, Allor 8. Clmstead, Le Koy, n.

Notice for Puuilcation.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. At.,
July 6th, 1902.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections 16
and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891, (26
Stats., 854), as amended by the act of
February 21, 1893, (27 Stats., 470), and
that said proof will be made before
Clerk Probate Court at Albuquerque,
N. M., on the eleventh day of August,
1902, viz: Fernando Armljo for the
N4 SEVi. and the NA SWVi Sec. 6
TP 13, N. R. 1W.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz: Jesus MA. Sandoval,
of Sandoval. N. M.: MeUiuiades Martin,
nf Sandoval, N. M.; Klias Garcia, of,
Albuquerque, N. M,; Francisco Horn-eroof Sandoval. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
opportunity at the
the
time and place to
witnesses of said claimant, ana to
sub
offer evidence In rebuttal of that
mitted by claimant.
MANUEL K. OTERO, Register.

Prescription Druggists

Corner 2nd St. and

Gold"

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA

THIRD STREET

Meat Market r

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

AUSnd8iresn and
i.EAM

II3

8ANTA FE. RAILWAY

Ave.

gboOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXDOOOOOO

d

oV

sail Meals

SAUSAGE FACTORY.

West Railroad Avenue.
BA1IL KLEINWORT,

wm. Giaesner,
Tailor.

MASONIC BUILDING.

....

Automatic 'phone 574
216) South Second Street,

Alhnqnerqne.

W.

THE THOUSANDS WHO ANNUALLY

N. THIRD 8TBKE7

TRAVEL ON THE

CALIFORNIA LIMITED-

Me.

;

-

AND EXTOL ITS DELIGHTFULLY
IHomestead Entry No. 4737.
r
LUXURIOUS APPOINTMENTS
Notice for Publication.
UNEQUALLED
AND THE
Department of the interior. Land Of" ' J. .'.I
CUISINr. OF THE
fice at Santa Fe. N. M.. July 8. 1902.
folCAR,
DINING
the
given
that
W'
Notice Is hereby
' ;
lowing named settler has filed notice
ARE PROOF8
proof
in
final
v
of his Intention to make
Vs
OF THE
.nnnnrt f hia claim, and that said
T.
j
EMENT
.'
8TAT
register
j
the
before
proof will be made
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on August 19. 1902. viz.: Francisco Gomez,
SEVi 8WU of Sec.
for the
10, NEi NW14 Sec. 15, T. 8 N.
E
1002
1882
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, Tli:
Maurice Gomel, of Galisteo, N. M.JBole agents for Casino and Oia brand rsnnrirA
Davis, of Galisteo, N- - M.; AnCanned Goods. Dealers In
tnnin p.nmM of Galisteo. N. M.; Dona- a
A.
N. M.
Staple and Fancy Groceries ciano Angel, of R,Galisteo,
n wash O
Register.
O
Four big bargains
OTERO.
MANUEL
V
FIRE INSURANCE
214 South Second street.
See display ad. Golden O
O goods.
Company.
HUlsboro Creamery Butter Best on
opportuni
Goods
Dry
same
O Rule
Demlng offers the
earth
now that the most prosperous O O O O O O OJOOJOOOO O O O O O O Secretary Mutual Buildlnf Association
yeaa
Pre delivery. ties
Orders solicited.
several
offered
cities In tho west
Oflct J. Baiarid js'i Lkafcer Xar 1
Statehood clgarii two lor 26 cents.
.
Statehood clgara, two for 25 cents.
cross-examin-

F. G.

f

e

Pratt & Co.

THAT
AMERICANS

?

above-mentione- d

SE.

WANT
AND

GET

R-1-

THE

BEST

SANTA FE

aoooooooo

E. WALKER

000000000
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sporting news
BASE BALL.

In Washington and finally

the contract
was taken away from the New York
firm. The first stamps turned out by

Results of Garnet Played Yesterday in
Big Professional Leagues.
the government printing office were
Nationel League.
rank failures, as the business public
At New York
well rememlers. Tlie color lacked a
fit. Louis
3
jfew York
"!!!!!"!!!!!"! .2 staying quality and the gum likewise
Batteries: ONeil and O Neil;' Miller was pronounced Impure and of a low
grade. After awhile, however, the
and Uresnahan.
printers got their hand In and
At Philadelphia
Cincinnati
t of late years there has been little
complaint regarding the stamps. But
. Philadelphia
Batteries: Poole and Bergen; White it Is now found that the work Is costing too much and that the private
and Dooin.
firms can do It for less. The Bureau
At Boston
of Engraving and Printing has turned
(!
Boston
Chicago
.....0 out 5.0oo,0(Mt,00 stamps In eight years,
Batteries: Pittlnger and Moran; and during the last year alone It Is estimated that the laireau lost $90,000
Rhoades and Kling.
on the job. The explanation given Is
At Brooklyn
Pittsburg
3 that the private concerns can do the
they do not
) Brooklyn
0 work cheaper because
Batteries: Chesbro and O'Connor; have to pay their employes the same
wages
that are paid by the bureau,
Evans and Farrell.
and give them all thirty days' leave on
pay
annually.
full
American League.
At Detroit-Washin- gton
to Visit His Sister.
Went
1
A. J. Cottingharn went to Washing
Detroit
9
Batteries: Orth and Clarke; Mullin ton County, Ark., to see his sister and
while there was taken with flux (dysand Buelo'"1'.
entery) and was very bad off. He
At St. I.oul- try Chamberlain's Colic,
St. Louis
4 decided to
Remedy and
Philadelphia
4 Cnolera nnd Diarrhoea
Ten innings vere required to settle was so much pleased with the prompt
cure which it effected, that ho wrote
gsme.
Batteries: Donahue and Kahoe. the manufactures a let,ter In praise of
Waddell and Srhreck.
their medicine. Mr. Cottingharn resides at Lockland, Ark. This remedy
At Chicago
Chicago-Baltimor- e
game postpones is for sale by all druggists.
o
on acount of rain.
At Cleveland-Clevel- and
Waite Assumes Office,
New York, Aug. 1. Judge Byron 8.
3
,
Boston
0 Waite, of Michigan, today assumed the
office of president of tne board of genBatterle: Bernhard and Wood;
eral appraisers, to which he was apand Warner.
pointed by President Roosevelt. Judg
Waite succeeds diaries H. Ham. who
American Association.
resigned recently owing to ill health.
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
The best physic ChamWlaln's
2
Toledo
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Easy to
At Kansas City
take. Pleasant in effect. For sale by
1
Kansas City
Columbus
17 all druggists.
At Minneapolis
May Open at Erie.
Minneapolis
7
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 1. The offLouisville
6
icers and executive committee of the
Second game
League of RepubMinneapolis
7 Pennsylvania State
Louisville
6 lican clubs are in session at the Hotel
Walton this afternoon in response to
At St. Paul
purSt. Paul
9 the call of President Fleitz. The
pose of the meeting is to fix the time
S
Indianapolis
and place for holding the annual convention of the league, wnich will mark
Western League.
the formal opening of the republican
At St. Joseph
1 state campaign. Though several places
Kansas City
prob3 are bidding for the meeting, it is
St. Joseph
that for political reason3 the comBatteries: Nichols and Messsitt; Par-Ti- able
mittee will decide on Erie.
and Roth.
At Denver
A Worm Killer.
5
Denver
J. A. J. Montgomery, Puxico, Wayne
1
Des Moines
Co., Mo.,
"I have little twin
Batteries: Whitehlrge and Wilson; girls, whowrites:
have been bothered with
Morrison and Lobeck.
worms oil their lives. I tried everySecond game
thing to relieve them which failed unDenver
6
til 1 used White's Cream Vermifuge;
8
Des Moines
first two doses brought four
Batteries: Eyler anu Wilson; Feeny the
worms from one of them, the next two
and Loebeck.
doses, twelve, one of them measuring
At Colorado Springs
child was
7 twelve inches; the other
Colorado Springs
only relieved of four worms. It Is a
4
Omaha
most excellent medicine." White's
Batteries: Newmeyer and Hanson; Cream
Vermifuge is good for children.
Alloway and Gonding.
It not only destroys worms, it helps
At Milwaukee
growth, wards off
1 the child to perfect
Peoria
25c. at Cosmopolitan Phar2 sickness.
Milwaukee
Batterlc-s- :
Hart and Wilson; Kenna macy B. Ruppe.
and Lucia.
Canadian Invasion.
Montreal, Que., Aug. 1. The HighShatters All Records.
Twice In hospital, F. A. Gulledge, land Cadets battalion, of Montreal, has
Verbana, Ala., paid a vast Sum to doc- accepted an invitation to visit Portthe "Old Home" week
tors to cure a severe case of piles, land, Me., for
The corps will leave Moncausing 24 tumors. When all failed, celebration.evening,
and will proceed to
this
Bucklen's Arnica Salve soon cured treal
where It will remain until
him. Subdues inflamatlon, conquers Lewlston, afternoon,
when it will conaches, kills pains. Best salve in the tomorrow
tinue Its Journey to Portland.
world. 25c. at All druggists.
,

-

n

n
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Lenny to Meet Callahan.
Savannah, Ga Aug. 1. There promises to be a good flgnt tonight when
"Eddie" L,enny, of Chester, Pa., and
'Tim" Callahan, of Philedaiphla. come
together In a twenty-rounbout before
the Savannah Athletic club. Both men
have trained faithfully for the contest
and appear to be in excellent trim.
At Panama, Colombia, by Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar-- 1
rhoea Remedy.
Dr. Chas. H. Utter, a prominent
physician of Panama, Colombia, In a
recent letter states: "Last March I
had as a patient a young lady sixteen
years of ago, who bad a very bad attach of dysentery. Everything I prescribed for her proved Ineffectual and
ehe was growing worse every hour.
Her parents were sure hhe would die.
She bad become so weak that she
could not turn over in bed. What to
do at this critical moment was a study
'for me, but I thought of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cnolera and Diarrhoea Remedy
and as a last resort prescribed it. The
most wonderful reBult was effected.
Within eight hours she was feeling
much better; inside of three days she
was upon lift feet and at the end of
one w"'-'-. was entirely well." For Bale
by all druggists.
d

Quick Relief for Asthma Sufferers.
Foley's Honey and Tar affords immediate relief to asthma sufferers in
the worst stages' and if taken in time
Alvarado Pharwill effect a cure.
macy.
o

Quick Lunch Price Goes Up.
New Y'ork, Aug. 1. When the
clerks, bookkeepers and other patrons
of the quick lunch rooms in the downtown district of New York had satisfied the inner man with the usual midday repast today they were presented
with pay checks which were 5 or lo
cents in excess of the usual amounts.
This was a result of the combination
recently formed by the restaurant proprietors to control prices, which became effective today.. Staple dishes
such as ham and beans have been
raised lrom lo to 15 cents, and the
prices of sandwiches, cakes and the
other articles of food usually found on
the lunch counters have been increased in proportion. The proprietors
justify their action on the plea that it
was made necessary by the increased
cost of meats and other supplies. Investigation, however, fails to sustain
the truth of this statement. On Park

let the

GOLD DL'ST

twins do your work."

Northwcttern Kowing Regata.
Grand Haven. Mich., Aug. 1. Oarsmen from Chicago. Detroit. Grand
JtaimU. .Vilwar.kee and other cities are
gathered at Spring Lake, where the annual ri '4atta of the Northwestern Amateur Kowii:g association began today
and will be concluded tomorrow. The
program includes a dozen events, rangsculls to
ing from sdni-lfour-oare-

all-nig-

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral is

Flight.

New York, Aug.

1.

New

tSc,

li.M.

d

that contains

Hard-wat- er

.

GOLD OUST
of
DUST

cleansers. GOLD
softens the hardest water, cuts all
grease and grime and effectually rids
the house of dirt. It does more work
and better work than any other
cleaner. GOLD DUST is unequaled
for washing clothes and dishes.
is the best

Made only by

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Ctuuuja,

Kew York,

aUkca

Button,
St. Lout.
SOAP.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
8hoes, Clothing or Groceries But Everything in the
Dry Goods Ulna.
Agent for MeCall Patterns. All Patterns 10 and is eta.
Mail Orders Solicited and Filled Sams Day a Received.

JULY CLEARANCE SALE
Of All

J. C. AVER CO., Lnrcll, Mm.

and are guests for a few days of Prof,
and Mrs. J. A. Wood. Next week they
r
for their future home at
'"-tv- e

ONE-HAl--

Summer Wash Goods Continued

FOR ANOTHER WEEK EVERY YARD OF WASH MATERIAL IN THE HOUSE
AND LESS. COST IS NO OBJECT ROOM 18 WHAT WE ARE AFTER.

tomorrow, when Santos-Dumonthe
famous French aeronaut, will make
his first flight in America. Hie ascension will be made at Brighton Beach
and if the weather conditions are favorable it ia possible that M. Santos-Dumomay make his attempt to encircle the statue of Liberty.
t,

WASH GOODS
OUR STOCK OF ALL WASH MATERIALS DIVIDED INTO 8IX LOTS TO CLOSE
YARD MARKED DOWN
O LESS THAN HALF ORIGINAL PRICE, AS FOLLOWS:

Look Pleasant, Ple?se.
Photographer C. C. Harlan, of Eaton, Ohio, can do so now, though for
years he couldn't, because he suffered
untold agony rom the worst form of
Indigestion. All physicians and med
icines failed to help him till he tried
Electric Bitters, which worked such
Foley' Kidney Cure.
wonders for him that he declares they
cure bright' disease.
Will
are a godsend to sufferers from dysWill cure diabetes.
pepsia and stomach troubles. Unrivaled
Will cure stone in bladder.
for diseases of the stomach, liver and
Will cure kidney and bladder diskidneys, they build up and give new eases.
life to the whole system. Try them.
Only 50c. Guaranteed by all druggists.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
o
Woodmen at Cripple Creek.
Johnston's Stage Line.
Cripple Creek, Colo., Aug. 1. The
Will leave every Tuesday morning
of
Woodmen
convention
of
the
annual
for the Jemez Hot Springs and return
the World, In session here, is one of on Thursdays.
One regular trip a
history
In
largest
gatherings
the
the
week and extra trips when ordered.
present
Delegations
are
order.
oi the
Leave orders at Sturges European
from points aB far east as the MissisJAo. T. JOHNSTON.
sippi and as far west as Seattle and
Tne Prevailing Fad.
Tacoma. Officers reports Bhow gratiFor the occult, the mythical and toe
fying progress during the year, both as
astrological, has Inspired a clever deregards finances and memler8hlp.
signer to utilize the Idea by producing
Watch for a Chill.
a series of twelve unique and beautiful
However slight at this time of year designs for birthday pillows. Zodiacal
and in this climate, it is the forerun- sign, the ruling planet, the gem to be
ner of malaria. A disposition to yawn, worn, the appropriate flower, the astral
and an all tired out teellng even cornea colors and a jingling rhyme referring
Heroine, by its thereto, all well arranged and tinted in
before the chill.
prompt stimulative action on the liver, colors, ready to embroider. Price for
drives the malarial germs out of the top and back, 65 cents, at the Econosystem, purifies the blood, tones up mist
the system and restores health. 50c Alamogordo & Sacramento Mountain
at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
Railway.
o
Effective June 2nd first class passenCoast Wheat Outlook.
San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 1. Pacific ger train will leave Alamogordo at 8
coast farmers are well pleased with a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50
the wheat outlook, wnlch, all things a. m. dally. Return train leaves Cloudconsidered, is regarded as better than croft at 6:30 p. m., arriving at Alamoat the beginning of the last crop year. gordo at 8 p. m.
Passengers for these trains can take
There is a higher level of prices for
wheat and a lower level for freights, breakfast at Alamogordo and 6 o'ekock
the latter contributing to make the dinner at Cloudcroft.
A. N. BROWN.
former possible. The California crop
O. P. A., E. .
I. Route,
Is now being cur, and in all the more
o
favored sections it is showing a full
100,000
Demlng
ships
over
head of
average yield, and in some instances
annually;
center
of the
Is
the
cattle
Harvesting
average.
an excess of the
greatest breeding region In the southin Washington and Oregon will begin west and cattle men all know this.
this month. While the crop In neither
slate will hardly come up to last year's
We are sole agent for Wheeler &
phenomenal yield, the outlook now Is Wilson sewing machines, the best on
In
was
It
earlier
brighter
than
much
the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
avenue.
the season.
All Were Saved.
Remember tne Store.
The store with the white front The
"For years I suffered such untold misery . from bronchitis," writes J. H. Lion Store offers you such goods at
Johnston, of Broughton, Ga., "that of- such prices which will not be met In
ten I was unable to work. Then, when any direction.
everything eise failed, I was wholly
cured by Dr. King's New Discovery for
consumption. My wife suffered Intensely from asthma, till it cured her, and
all our experience goes to show it is
the best croup medicine in the world."
A trial will convince you It'a unrivaled
for throat and lung diseases. GuarTrial
anteed Iwttles 5oc and $l.oo.
bottles free at all druggists.

J
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TAKE8 ,N ALL, 0UR PRINTED LAWNS AND BATISTES THAT 80LD UP
TO 10c AND 12', A YARD. ROOM MAKING PRICE
M PIECE8 PRINTED BATISTES AND DIMITIES THAT SOLD UP TO 15c
T
'
-- UL
AND 18o A YARD. ROOM MAKING PRICE
INCLUDES ALL CLA3SE8 OF WASH GOODS .THAT 80LD UP TO 20c
T
i--Ul
AND 25c PER YARD. ROOM MAKING PRICE
IN ALL OUR 30c AND 35c WASH GOODS, SUCH AS USLE TIS- - '
TAKES
T
A. A
ivUl
SUES, TIS8UE SUPREME, DOTTED SWISS MUSLIN, EMBROIDER
ED DOT. ROOM MAKING PRICE
T
Ot
C TAKES IN ALL OUR HONITON LACE EFFECTS, AND ALL WASH
TERIAL8 THAT SOLD ALL 8EAS0N UP TO 50c THE YARD. ROOM
Ul

--

J

Epl-tanl- o

T
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7

T
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jAll Havana Filler

Mi

Land Court Next Week Earnings of
Convicts Drouth in County.
Hon. Matthew G. Reynolds, of St.
l outs I'nited States attorney of the
court of private land claims, will ar
rive in Santa Fe on Sunday or .Monday
to le resent at the session of tne
court which convenes next Tuesday In
that city.
M. T. Moriarity. of Moriarity's ranch
in southern Santa Fe county, is a visitor in the territorial capital. He says
that the drouth in southern Santa Fe
county is shriveling the leaves on tbt
tnes and many trees are dying in his
orchard.
An operation was performed upon
Mrs. C'clentino Ortiz, of Santa Fe, la.st I
Saturday at a Kansas City hospital.
She is recovering nicely, according to
the latest report. Mrs. W. N. Town-senis at the same hospital also
nicely from her illness.
Prof. H A. Owen and bride arrived
at Santa Fe from Worthington, Ind.,

MAKING

PRICi....

INCLUDES ALL OUR VERY BEST SUMMER WASH MATERIALS, 8UCH
AS SILK EMBROIDERED DIMITIES, FORMOSIAN SILK NOVELTIES,
ISATHE SILK TISSUES, AND SAT8UMA SILK NOVELTIES; GOODS
THAT SOLD ALL SEASON FROM 60c TO S5c THE YARD. ROOM
MAKING PRICE
30 INCH PERCALE8, RED AND BLUE
URES. ROOM MAKING PRICE
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WAISTS AND SKIRTS

our entire stock of wash waists put on sale and divided into four

close.

tloi

tlioz
t

oo takes

.

t(

.

jLrOl D

lots to

in all waists 80ld up to 75c
takes
room making

price
all waists value8 up to $1.25.;
room making price
a takes in all waists sold up to $1.75.
-

.

L-Ot

T

z-

'

in

ROOM MAKING

PRICE

t

INCLUDES ALL OUR VERY BEST WAIST8, WORTH UP TO $Z50.
ROOM MAKING PRICE

"

PRICES CUT IN HALF. ALL OUR 75c AND 85o WSH 8KIRTS NOW ONLY
AND ALL OUR BETTER GRADES CUT IN PRICE TO HALF ORIGINAL SELLING
TO CLEAN THEM UP. COME AND 8EE THEM.
THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIS1
BUSINESS LOCALS.
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THE ECONOMIST
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This "Paris of Latin America' ! situated over six tkousaa feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of, the lower WlUtad
sever
Aiu.ough not generally known summer U the very
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Maflana."
The daily afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so, K
.
T
nnnln t1 h nJ uiiiiuiiji.lv
a. trk malra
atmt.nhan
11
i u ...
,i. u it u inun AwsinTncvi,
"nils. iUU U I J lOVeiy
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs o
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy morn- - K
lngs, and the cooling sea breeies of day, one becomes so entranced (
with the beauty of this country aa to never forget nia trin iin.w fi
"The White Umbrella

u

'

V.

1

The Mexican Central
is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to
points In Mexico.
Call on or address,
W. D. MURDOCK,
W. S. MEAD,
C. R. HUDSON
C. A, El Paso. A. G. & P. A., Mexico
G.

P.lp.l uiM

perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
and makes the teeth clean and white,
it is highly recommended by all first
c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
cure. All of these preparations are
purely vegetable compounds Give her
a trial. Automatic, telephone iH'i.

treatment, do hair dress- B
treat corns, bunions and in
gives massage

PRICE

The Thermometer
is Seldom Higher Than
8o in Mexico City

Keep your eye oa Demlng.
Demlng has Just been Incorporated.
Economise by trading at The Economist.
Demlng, the seat of the nsw county
of Luna.
iteming has Increased 60 per cenL In
population in tour years.
Deinirg is the great mining venter
of the southwoi-Copper, tin and galvanized Iron
work. Whitney company.
Tin, palvanlzed Iron and coppei
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
ny.
Klelnwort's is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
meat.
Tiring in your tinware and have It
rc paired. Albuquerque Hardware company.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
and electric light system under con-
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WASH SKIRTS

growing nails.

Zl.

GROUND8 WITH
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2

Bcalp
ing,

'old peach & honey"
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In Demlng the demand for rental
houses is five times in excess of the
supply.
Demlng has an abundance of water
for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
Buy lots and build in Dcming. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
the, Investment.
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
Wo sell more shoes than all other
stores combined. You know the reason. Leon B. Stern.
Mrs. ranibinl. at her parlors. No,
205 South
First street, over the
Hyde Kxploring ICxpeUition store,
U
thorougn
give
to
prepared

'spearhead: standard navy:
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PARASOL STOCK

tract

'FLO ROD OR A 'BA NDS are
of same value as tags from

JT
f 3C

MA-X--

P.-R-

o

-

"

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF LADIES' PARASOLS DIVIDED IN THREE LOTS TO CLOSE OUTS
TAKES CHOICE OF ALL PARASOL8, BLACK, COLORS AND WHITE,
T
j.
h
80LD UP i O $2.00. ROOM MAKING PRICE
T
TAKES CHOICE OF ALL PARASOL8, BLACK, COLORS AND WHITE,
O fsfl
JwOl Z- SOLD UP TO $3.50. ROOM MAKING PRICE
.
TAKES CHOICE OF BALANCE OF OUR STOCK OF FINEST PARASOLS,
T
OO
LOl O
VALUES UP TO $7.50. ROOM MAKING PRICE

no-tel- .

Good enough
for an) body!
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Unique Service.
Notre Dame. Ir.d., Aug. 1. The annual procession of the pcrtiuncula
commenced this afternoon in the
Church of the Sacred Heart. This ser
vice, which is he'd August 2 each year,
will continue all night and all day tomorrow, closing at sundown tomorrow
evtnlng. The Church of the Sacred
Heait is one of the few churches in
America not maintained by the Franciscan ord5r, in which the procession
The church aisles were
is held.
thronged at the opening of the services.
A World Wide Reputation.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy has a world wide
reputation for its cures.. It never fails
and is pleasant ariH safe to take. For
ta:e by all druggists.

TO

REDO CCD

Sil-T-

Dm lug the fiscal year which ended
on June 30, the convicts at the penitentiary earned $16,095.36 in cash,
which was paid into the territorial
treasury. If account were taken of the
improvements made at the penitentiary and other public works by the
convicts the above amount would be
more than doubled. Besides the convicts raised all the vegetables, etc.,
which. are used at the penitentiary.
Marta Torres de Jaramillo, formerly of Santa Fe, but now livins at
Ablqulu, has been doubly afllicted
lately. Only a few days ago her
Ramon Jaramillo, 28 years of
age. died, and last Saturday their only
surviving child followed the father to
the grave. The child's name was
and was 1 year old. Mrs. Jaramillo is the daughter of Cornello Torres, an old and respected resident of
Santa Fe and a veteran of the civil
war.

Yorkers

,

F

CiT.

are looking forward to seeing sights

THE ECONOMIST
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" Ayer's Cherry Tcctoral never fails
to cure me of a cold. I have recommended it to many friends suffering
from throat and lung troubles, and they
all say it does the work quickly end
thoroughly. "Charles Provost, Pittsburg, N. Y.

New Commandant at Norfolk.
Norfolk. Va.. Aug. 1. Captain R.
M. Berry, recently In command of the
Dixie, assumed command of the Norfolk navy yard today. He relieves
Captain G. A. Bicknell, who has been
assigned to duty as commandant of
the naval station at Key West.
Henry L. Shattuck of Shellsburg,
Iowa, was cured of a stomach trouble
with which he had been afflicted for
years, by four Itoxes of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. He had
previously tried many other remedies
and a number of physicians without
relief. For sale by all druggists.

THE ECONOMIST

The Economist

the only medicine you need.
We have been saying this for
60 years. If you want additional proof, ask your own
We will
family physician.
abide by his decision if you
will. That's fair, isn't it?

Foley's Kidney Cure will cure all
diseases arising from disordered kidneys or bladder.

s

THE ECONOMIST

fcANTA FE.

Bhclls.
' Many persm-.in this community are
suffering f rem kidney complaint who
could avoid t'aial results by using Foley's Kidney CVre.
o
Quit Printing 6tamps.
Washington. Aug. 1. The opening
department toof bids at the postofiiee postage
stamps
day for the printing of
marks the beginning of tl e end of the
governnu tit's costly experiment of
For many
printing its own stamps.
years and up to eight years ago the
stamps were printed by private contract, the work being done by a well
) known engraving company of New
York. For some reason or other the
government decided that tbe work
and more cheaply done
) ' could bebigbetter
government printing otflc
in the

Bronchitis

Row, opposite the postofflce, stands a
modest little
"beanery" which
despite Its apparent Insignificance la
one of the best known places of the
kind in the metropolis. The founder
of this place retired some years ago
after having made a fortune of $800,
000 from the sale of beef and beans at
10 cents a plate, and the present proprietor, who refused to enter the new
combine, says he expects to emulate
the example of his predecessor, and
that too without any increasing of
prices.

Santos-Dumont'-

AUGUST 2, 1902
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Telephone Service
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam 0
bini's own preparations of complexion
YOU WANT?
g
cream builds up the skin and Improves C;
the complo'.on, and are guaranteed
QUICK
RELIABLE!
AND
K
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff and bair falling out; restores
life to dead balr; removea molea. ,; THE COLORADO TELEPHONE g
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
P
ND TELEGRAPH CO.
a trial, she also has a very fine tooth
uowder. which she guarantees to be
free from all metallic substances. It

R
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EoEiCfTQf PROMISE.

hiatal ik h
to

Las

Vegas-Accli-

snt

iomi ibtes.

Special Corrcsi.oader.ee, ?
Las Vegas, N. M Jtf y ?L

tt was
t! old ftory ct a woman's confiding
treat and a nn's worthless promise
t marriage to accomtluh an end. It

la repeated every day in the year, and
Ji Just hapocned to be tie yme for Las
lfanoelltas to donste IU chapter. The
Tall rtory U no spread on the records
In the district clerk's office In the
shape of a hrfsrh of promise suit for
SS.000. It wm flaced there at the In
rtance of Aarclia Pad I la against tha
roan, Slxts Garcia, who promised to
luxrry oer cod Is now tno father of her
whUl. The enfragement happened la
J one. tin tlmn when Cupla works over
time on the tender hearts. Aurelta and
Slxto had been lovers for soma time
and on the night of tha 15th of J into.
his
Shrto ashed Aurella to become
'
i(q, so the complaint rcada. She as- wruted. the assented to more than
rfcfl thontd cf, and the first
taken
ander promise cf marriage.
the night of their engagement and was
continued throughout several months.
and each time, so Miss Paduia clalma,
were renewed promises of marriage.
On the lOtfi of last month a baby waa
born to the trurting Aurella and she
tfaen demanded that Slxto remove" the
stain against her name by immediate
aaarriage.and aid in her and her child's
mppoit through their ives, and If she
can prove all as facta as- set forth she
should nave it or bixto Garcia should
forward like a man and take for
tosie
wlfe the trusting woman he ruined
Quite a painful accident happened to
James S Duncan, Jr., last night by the
tHre wagon rounlng over his foot and
"breaking two bones. Mf.' Duncan saw
the Are wagononestop suddenly and
was hurt and went
thought some
wer to the wagon. H ' went to step
ap on the wagon en the side step, when
"the wagon started and one of the men
standing there accldently turned.
throwing Mr. Duncan s foot off and un
er tho rear wheel. The wagon Is i
wwy heavy one, aad whew it went over
the foot just below the instep of the
right foot, it crashed the bones near
the joint of ue big toe and-- the next
one to It. By the time Mr. Duncan got
Aone, the foot was too swollen to set
the booet, and It was not done until
Tiiis morning, when the swelling went
owt, The accident was quite palnfnl
and will lay Mr. Duncan up for a few
days.
'George Hanker returned yesterday
.evening from his trip to Clayton on
mis-ste-

there last ven

v

In t&e

Jhtcs S. Duncan Jr.

nrrEKSTiyj

OLhla celflbrallon

f. . m
Hcmefi Jchnsojii.Kformerly

Intr.T

p

lirf-a-i

MISS HAZEL BOOTH.

EVERY PERSON

cifi'ployed

la Entertained by Miss Anita Mead
shra)s.'laft yesterday for She
'
Suffers from stomach complaints or
.......
and Friends.
f
wTi
Zi'
pi
Neg-

t.a

Baratowi Calif 3rnlai
icre
Bitldn. ?
C. C riakall. live stock aant for
tia Santa Fe nt Chicago, was In me
city today.
B. Spite, of Albuquerque, who has
been here a couple of days, departed
for (ha oast today.
Tho Santa Fe (hearing and dipping
yards down below the city are running
foil blast these days.
W. E. O'Lcary will Isave tomorrow
for Colorado Springs, where he Will be
joined by his brother and sister and
they will take in Yellowstone park
and other points In too northwest.
Mrs. Ted Cooley came up from El
Paso today to visit with M. U Cooley
aad family.
Rev. Father Robinson, vicar gener?.!
of Denver, returned to his home today
after a few days In the Meadow city.
1L A. Seelinger and fami.y returned
this afternoon after an extended visit

in the Duketrlty.

.

Vacation Day.
Vacation time is here and the chll-Jreare fairly living out of doors.
There, could be no healthier place for1
them." You need only to guard against
the accidents Incidental to most open
air aports. No remedy equals DeWltt'g
witcn Haxel Salve for quickly stopping pal a or removing danKe? of ser
us consequences. For cuts, scalds and
-I used 'IJeWitt's Witch
wonnds.
Haxcl Salre for sores, cuts and
bruises." Bars U B. Johnson, of Swift.
Texas. "It is the best remedy on the
market." Sure euro for piles and skin
diseases,
lie ware of counterfeits. J.
H. OTUclly tc Co.; B. u. tfrlggs & Co.
...
,Q
Imported
Swiss
and Roquefort
cheese. San Jose Market.

.

.

l.URt evening a delightful homo party
was given by Mies Anita Mead. 'at her
home. In honor of Miss Hazel Booth,
who Is here vlxittng her friend. Miss
Adidio Goss.
One of the principal
features of the evening was the moulding of animals out rf chewing gum,
which occasioned much merriment.
The first prize was won by Miss Adelle
Goss, while the booly pri.e was triumphantly carried off by MIps Maymc
Pratt. The guests were then served
with dainty refreshments, after which
they retired to the parlor to provo the
magic of hypnotism, which they did.
Many other pleasant games were enjoyed and the guests remained until a
late hour, which proves Mips Mend a
royal hostess. Those present were:
Mesdames Mead, Shallenlierger and
Cnandler; Misses Hazel Booth, Anita
Mead, Clara and Bertha Dinwiddle,
Adelle and Ruth Goss, Mayme Pratt
and Vloila Skinner, and Messrs. Bert
Skinner, Clyde Holman end Roy Shallenlierger.

n

Good

of some time.
lect the matter and thoy may become
chronic. Take Hostetter's Stomach
Bitters at the first symptom and avoid
unnnceeosary suffering. It will tone
uu the stomach and bowels, rcntorethe
appetite, purify the Mood and absolutely cure 8lck Headache, Dizziness. Indigestion and Dyspepsia. A few doses
For
will convince you of Its value.
Cale by Druggists.

coTiflUvwUf.d.t'Owel

HOSTETTER'S
BITTERS.
STOMACH

o

.

".'Primrose,' Joe Barnetfs- - prise
ner, will go at the fair grounds
day afternoon.

tt

winSun-

SATURDAY'S bPECIAL SALE.
2

three pound cans sweet potatoes..

25
21

Large package of Gold Dust...
2 three pound enns baked beans... 25
2 10c packages Celluloid ttarch. . . .15
2 dozen fre-35
Kansas eggs
2
Newton creamery butter
o
A barrel of ginger snspa
25
.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
25 cent packages of PoEtum Cereal. 20
After 6 p. m. all Indigo blue, silver
'
t
Alvarado.'
and solid color calicoes at 5 cents
John Stein. W. H. Lockwood, Wm. gray
o
Johnston, Kansas City; W. C. Swain, per yard.
Sflierlan crab apples, 3 cents pound.
MAZE,
THE
San Francisco; B. Williams, La Junta;
San Jose Market.
WM. KIEKE. Proprietor.
G. L. Pfundsteln, Trinidad; It. S. Goodo
o
F
rich, WlnBlow; J.
McNally, J. A.
Iced
watermelons
.
'at the San Jose
Birthday
Celebration.
Harlan, San Marcial; T. B. Johnsor.,
The many friends of Henry Loebs Market.
wife and son, Seligman, Arizona; J. J.
o
Henry, Jacob H. Kaplan, Denver; W. yesterday united to help him celebrate
Notice of Opening.
About seventy of
W. Hutton. T. W. Hanson, Chicago; his 39th birthday.
On August 2 the Arcade rooming
I")r. T. Mitchell Pruden, New York; them gathered at. his home last evenJohn Weir, Chihuahua, Mexico; Jos- ing where the lawn had been brightly house and saloon, at 311 South First
eph Spencer, Jr., wife and child, San lighted with Chinese lanterns. Much street, will be opened to the public for
fun was created by a dummy figure business. The fixtures, furniture and
Angelo, Texas.
which was made up to resemble Mr. carpets of the Arcade are all new, neat
.
Hotel Highland.
Loeb. There was dancing In the. house and clean. Rates for rooms will be
Everything modern and
reasonable.
Frank Fraxler, Frailer Ranch, Tex- until the early hour this morning.
up to date.
as; Mrs. Lizzie Brooklns, "Las Vegas;
FRANK VAJO, Proprietor.
Fred A. Maude, Lou Angeles; A. J.
MINING MAN HERE.
o
Frank and family, Algodones. N. M.;
Fresh berries Saturday. San Jose
Miss Grace Martin, San Francisco; 1).
Day
Spent
New
Yorker
the
Wealthy
Market.
Elliott. Las Vegas; S. J. Wallace and
in This City.
wife, Bakersfleld, CaL
Let us flgur on your plumbing, Ai
John Weir,' a millionaire of New
Sturges Curopean.t York,
came up from El Paso this morn-In- buaueraue Hardware company.
K. Norland. San Francisco; Abraham
and will leave tonight for Los
Kempenlch, Peralta; K. R. Sellg. C. C.
g
He has
Interests
Brooks. Frltx Rosensteln, San Francis- near Chihuahua. Mexico, and frequentco; Chas. Atchison, Denver; J. A. ly passes through here. He left New
legal business. Agaptto Abeytla, Sr., and Marcellno Blondln, Las Placitas; J. B. Alexander, York two weeks ago and went to
o
DYSPEPSIA TABLETS
of the i house. Phoenix.
Vartinea.
on the TwennetU Century flyer,
nw down from Mora yesterday even- L
cure
twenty
dyspepsia ana all disorders arisrun
In
makes
the
that
the
train
.
:
.
Metropolitan,
to meet Delegate Kodey, but were
hours. He went to El 'Paso over the ing from Indigestion'.- Endorsed by phy
too late, as he went through earlier M. T. Armstrong and wife. Kansas Rock
Island. Mr. Weir is a warm friend sicians every where. Sold by all drug'
Ciy; P. H. Knoche, St. Paul; J. M. Ro of Senator
tbaa was expected.
gists. No cure,
ray. 25 cents. Trial
S. B. Elklns." '
mero,
Los Lunas.
Mra. Booth, of Kansas City, arrived
package free byVrlting to W. H. Hook-e- r
Yesterday evening lor a vlBit with Con
fish
tomorrow.
San
Nice
fresh
Jose
&
Co.,
Buffalo,
N. Y. J. H. O'Rlelly
Grand Central.
doctor. IL F. Hayes and family, Mrs. W. Williams,
tc uu, ana u. H. uriggs & Co.
J. haupteran, Offio Market.
Sooth Is a sister to Mr. Hives.
uowns, Denver.
- Visa Bessie Elsie left yesterday ev- REPORT OF THE CONDITION
wnlng loc Mexioo City, where she will
uuraocK uiooa Hitters gives a man
, remain.
';: :
of the
V
a
an
head,
brain,
strong,
clear
a
active
A. J. McCullough, of St. Louis, who vigorous Iody makes him fit for
the
3iaa been in the city for a few days battle of life.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
"
3eft last evening for points down the
jttad.
Al Albuquerque, in the Territory of,
Mammoth queen olives 25 cents pint
Died, last night at 11 o'clock, at the
,
ose Aiaraet, iew Mexico, at the close of Bus-ljadies' home, William Edison. Mr. tsan j
o
j
. ness, July 1G, 1902.
Edison was sent here by the Elks lodge
LETTER LIST.
-.
:
;.
RESOURCES.
I jamesburg. Arkansas, and had been
.
In the city about four months seeking
.
Loans
and
discounts
40
....$1,058,951
Following is the list of letters rerelief from the dread consumption, to maining
Overdrafts, secured and
uncalled for In the postofflce
(Which ue succumbed last night.
He
unsecured
26,795 20
ew
AjDuquarque,
years
Mexico,
IS
age.
only
lor the
of
The lodge at ai
isras
U. S. Poads to secure cirZ,
Aug.
ending
week
190:
jamesburg has been ..telegraphed . to
culation
150,000 00
' aund until a reply la received it Is not
Ladlea' Llet.
U. S. Bonds to secure U.
disposition
what
known
will be made Ansuret Pieda
S. Deposits
Kess, Mrs Minne
150,000 00i
I the remains.
Borden, Mrs Lena lopez. Elena
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
12,000 00
York.
John
J. N. Furlong; W. G. Baca.Mrs Gavlna B Martinez. Mrs Inez
Stocks, securities, etc. . . .
42,813 26.
Hayden and J. A. Dick returned yester carter,
Banking house, furniture
Montoya. Luciana
Mrs L
day evening from their fishing trip to Garcia, Paublita
and fixtures
29,000 00- Nlles, Mrs P H
atroenigs lakes. Tbey report a good Garcia, Geralda GriOrtega. Rosana
Other real estate and
loss
the
catch and
of a bottle of Pond's
mortgages owned
ego de
25,000 00"
Romero, Susanlta
"extract
Due from National banks
Gray, Mrs G H
Robinson, Mrs F E
.. Charles Ilfeld bought from Ine Pin- - Hathway, Hattle
(not reserve agents)... 263,112 48.
Torres, Runna
on a parcel of land at Cnaperito and Hudson, Mrs Lau- Trujlllo,
Due from State banks and .
Margarita
66,493 86
?as since transferred It to Sostenos ra (2)
bankers
Tegen, Annabel
Selgado for the consideration of SI
Due from approved reHuggon, J
Wenborne, Maggie
' Bnseblo Archibeque and others have
serve agents
314,929 98
Men'a List
transferred to the Pioua Fraternal- so Apple. Major - - Harvey.
..
Checks and other' cash
RWJr
ciety of Jesus a parcel oi land 200x300 Albuquerque Acad- - Haynes. Clearlon
.. 18,717 84 '
items
teet at San Patricio for the considera- emy. President Heath. Mort
Exchanges for clearlng- tion of 10.
13,947 82
house
Brubaker, Clyde L Kemp, Chas
Secundino Romero returned yester Carabajal, Melquia-LucerNotes of other National
Guadalupe
evening
day
banks
irom his ranch at El Cner17,416 00
oes
l.ohman. Henry
wo, where he has been for aeveral Cohn, L
Fractional paper currenMora, Jose G
week looking after h,ts wool cljp.
cy,
.
.
2,338 61 .
nickels
and cents.
Cameron, L A
, .MacLeod,
rank P
says the wool'lrdf good quality, Clerdence, H R
..
..
t,. Lawful money reserve la
Jtfeetas.
Manuel
but Is a bit lighter than a general. Chaves MasimU Morris. .John
bank, vii.:
Specie
Also they have had good rains
t
and the
ano
v 72,344 00.
Newlee.
.
coantry looks well.
- .
Lfgal tendwr uoles
48,500 60
X V
"RlchTe.
Fox. Dr C ) l
Redemption, fund with U.
lira. Glassford and son, Pelhatrf. and Garcia. RedotTa - Ross, JH S. treasurer (5 per cent
Kra, Dally returned yesterday from Gallegos, John
Skinner, J R
of circulation)
7,600 00
their visit to Roclada.
Griffin. J Moses
P
Sullivan.
Ellis
Will Stuart returned to the minea at Gonzales, Francis Smith, William
Total
12,329.860 61
San Pablo today. Mr. Stuart has been co G
Stam. E M
doing considerable development work Gaytord, Grant
Samora.
Juan
LIABILITIES.
on his mine, Helen, he having tunneled Hardman, Chad D Ward, ueo E
Capital stock paid ln....$ 150.000 00
1n thirty, toe and reports good copper. Hayes, Alvah
Woodruff,
W
Surplus fund
36,000 00
He is now Btariing another tunnel on Hennig, Andrew
Henry J
Undivided profits, less extba Last Chance No. 2 ;laim. He Persons calling forWolff.
above
named
the
penses
and taxes paid..
16,461 14
thinks be has the ledge and believes letters will please say "Advertised,1
National bank notes outthere is pay ore ln.thablg mountain and give tr.n date of publication.
standing
150,000 00
there at San Pablo in great quantities.
R. W. HOPKINS. Postmaster.
Due to other National
Mr. Stuart Is a mining engineer and
'
banks
35,409 05
kui opinion is worth considerable.
Fresh fish. San Jose Market.
Due to State banks and
& B. Davla will leave tomorrow for
bankers
16,721 63
Mora on business.
a trip to Cunnlngbanm
COMPOSER'S BROTHER.
Individual deposits subject
J. U.
la transferring
to check
982,012 67
las cattle herds from the Gila ranch M. Brunoff, a Brother to Piaton Bru
Time certificates of deto the Red River country. There have
noff Here.
posit
759,043 95
been 1,500 go through already, and
M. Brunoff. of El Paso, was here
Certified checks
2,644 60
snore to come. The grazing has about yesterday.
He is a Russian by nationCashier's checks outstandplayed out at Gila, and a large lake ality and Is In the insurance business.
ing
28 839 45
there, which was JuBt filled by recent He la a brother to Piaton Brunoff, the
United States deposits!.!
148082 24
amlna, baa gone dry, making the water famous
Russian composer and he Is in
Deposits of U. 8. disbursicarce.
his brother will visit him. If he
ing officers
4,585 79
' Oran D. Jackson, who has been In hope
will try to have him give a
does
he,
' .
he hospital service here, left today for concert jiere, i
'.
: 12.329,860 61
Total
vuiu., wuere urn naa jieen
"
Mi. runoff had with- htm one of his
TerritoTy''W New Mexico, County of '
transferred.
.;
'
which is deBernalillo, ss:
W. C Burrows and family, H. il scriptive- ef life In a Russian village.
I, Frauk .McKee. cashier of the
Btansfleld and C. Henry Addison.' of
above-name- d
Crunsltld tried parte of it and
bank, do solemnly swear
the dispatcher's force here left today Edward
'
pronounced it a very beautiful put
that
the above statement is true to the)
new
ofllce la La Junta. G. S. very difficult composition.
Sur a
my
knowledge
of
best
and
belief.
O.
L. Oden and H. E. Hufflngton
ticott.
FRANK McKEE, Cashier.
mad wife wlJJ leave tonight on No. 8
Croup
instantly ' relieved.
Pr.
Subscribed and sworn to before ma
tor La Jinta.. This will leave a man-C- r Thomas's Electric
Oil. Perfectly safe.
this 17th day of July, 1902.
two wire chiefs and three operat-- Never fails. ' At any drug store.
HERBERT F. RAYNOLDS.
tS&
local dispatcher's office
la
o -Notary Public
comas
thing
"summer
No such
Xera.
Correct Attest:
Judge William J. Mill and C. JGav-Sava- a plaint" where Dr. Fowler'a Extract of
JOSHUA
Ratoa, returned toaayrom their Wild Strawberry . is ; kept handy.
N- HERBERT
every
Rodey
looseness
trip to tha
recentlon In Albu- Nature's remedy for
A. 13. M04ILLEN,
Tsey
report a pleasant time of the bowels.
...
Wm
Dlreton.
.
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FOR RENT.
brick house,
r OR RENT Five-rooApply
with modern conveniences.
to Mrs. M. K. Gatlin, 501 South
Fourth street.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
115 South
for light housekeeping.
Arno street.
FOR RENT Cool furnished rooms for
light housekeeping; 521 North Sec
ond street.
FOR RENT Largex airy rooms for
light housekeeping. 524 West Railroad avenue.' Rent reasonable.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
bath. Enquire No. 613 West Fruit
avenue.
FOR RENT 7 room house, 208 North
Arno. Wm. Kleke.
FOR RENT Two or three furnished
rooms for house keeping. 213 South
Third street.
FOR RENT Furnished room in prl
vate family, wUU bath. 616 ..orth
Second street.
FOR RENT Large furnlehcd rooms
over tho postofflce, $10 a month.
FOR RENT Airy, comfortable rooms
at Casa de Oro, with board. Call at
613 West Gold avenue.

v

SONS,

x.

it

Superintendent Falrview, Santa Barbara and "B'ral

1

Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.
Both

Phones In Our Office

201 211 North Second

Street..

Can PJpase the Mo&t Fastidious...
We handle the finest meats tho
market affords. We sell no Inferior
grade3. You get quality and quantity
every time you buy of us. We give
the best for the money. Despite the
trusts and combinations, our prices
are always low. rrime roasting Deer.
. . cents a pound. Choice leg of lamb
. . cents a pound.
Everything else la
'
proportion. "
here.

1 1

Note All classiflea advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this of
fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.

&

Undertakers and Embalmers

,

n--

s

domes-ticSVis-

1902

Curtains I Curtains! I Curtains!
We are moving up to date lace cur
Prominent Knights of Pythias Will Be tains In Brussels net, Irish point, Arabian t, Nottingham, Bobblnet and
Here Tonight.
The officers of the supreme lodge of muslin. Albert Febar, 206. Railroad
Knights of Pythias will arrive here to- avnue.
o
night at :15 and will be entertained
When Other Medicines Have Failed
by local Pythians while here. The
party consists of twenty-seveand Take Foley's Kidney Cure. It has
Is traveling In a private car. They cured when everything else has disap
were expected last night, but decided pointed. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
to go to Santa Fe, where they were
Elks Special Meeting.
given a reception las. evening.
A special meeting of Elks will be
Statehood c!g-- s. two for 25 cents. held at Zclger's cafe, up stairs, on Friday evening, August 1, at 7:30 o'clock.
Poisoned the System,
Important business. All Elks In the
It Is 'through the bowels that the city requested
to be present.
bodv is cleansed of impurities. ConstiJ. J. SHERIDAN, Secretary.
pation keeps these poisons In the eys-teearning headache, dullness and
A Big Success.
meifincholln at first, then unsightly
Such Is our present green tag sale.
eruptions and finally serious Illness unless a remedy Is applied. DeWltt's and the reason for it is not far off. It
Little Early Risers prevent this trouble is because we have what we advertise
ly stimulating the liver and promote and give even more than what we
easy, healthy action of the bowels. agree to. See our 95 cents shirts. They
These little pills do not act violently are the bargain of the season. Simon
but by strengthening the bowels ena- Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.
ble them to perform their own work.
Never - gripe or distress. J. H. O'Rlelly
& Co.;- B. H. Brlgps & Co.
CLASSIFIED ADS.

n

Brick, American full cream,
cheese, all 20 cents pound
San Jose Market.

1

County Normal Institute and Teachers'
Annual Examination.
Notice Is hereby given that In conformity with law, beginning' on in
lasi Friday In August. 1902, being the
29th day ofivsald month., at the court
house In Albuquerque, N. 'M.,' will be
held, every morning, for two consecutive weeks, the county normal Institute
and at the same time the teachers' examination every afternoon. Prof. John
Mueller will act as conductor and instructor and lectures upon pertinent
tubject will be also given by other
prominent educators of the territory.
The attendance to the Institute Is made
compulsory by law upon all desiring to
teach within the county.
FRANK A. HUBBELL.
School Superintendent BernaIl:lo Coun.
ty.

SUPREME OFFICERS.

races at the fair grounds next

Sunday afternoon.

AUGUST

I

Tril l

'Wm. Farr.

'

:
' A COSY CORNERin a neatly appointed home bj yours
by selecting your furniture at our

store.. . We have it

In newest designs
and elegant finish, for the library,
parlor and bcdioom.
Variety of
Stylo to select from, and every piece
warranted as 'to the material and
workmanship.
Surprisingly cheap,
too, quality, considered.
See our new line just received
the latest ctyles and improvements.
Our prices sre right, and the quality Is
guaranteed.

FutreUe Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Street and Geld Avenue

Cor. Second

oooococoocoooooocoooc

HORSE COMFORT

.

THAT IS WHAT WE CALL A PREPARATION FOR KEEPING THE
FLIES. FROM ANNOYING HORSES OR CATTLE.
APPLIED TO
YOUR HORSE'S FACE AND BREAST IN THE MORNING IT WILL
KEEP HIM COMFORTABLE THROUGH THE. DAY. 25, E0 AND $t
A BOTTLE.

.....'..CtSiJKl

George B. Williams,
'

DRUGGIST.

117 WEOT RAILROAD

AVENUE, ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

'oocmDcococococoooocococo

JFO R 8ALE.
FOR SALE Well paying confectionery store in good location. Party
leaving town. Address Y. Z., Citizen office.
FOR SALE Roll top office desk, revolving desk chair and three office
chairs. Room 24, Grant building.
FOR SALE OR RENT I wish to sell
or rent a seven room house with
17 acres of land on Pecos river. In
the reserve; best climate for luns
trouble; fine location for hotel. Address Vlles Ranch, WHils postofflce.
via Glorleta, New Mesdco.
FOR SALE A good livery Outfit very- cheap; a chance for a man .with
small means to go Into business;
have other business to look after
and must sell. For further lnforra&
tlon apply to John F. Williams,
Cer-rlllo-

N. M.

FOR SALE A forty acre ranch near
railroad; 20 acres In fruit trees ana
vines; 400 shade and ornamental
trees; good pure water from a sixty
toot well; good adobe residence and
outhouses. For particulars inquire
at The Citizen office.
FOA SALE Stove wood, any length.
400 pounds for $1; cord wood, one
cord, $4.50. Call on or address G.
Ribera, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
homes
FOR SALE Several bea'-tiiu- l
and city lota These are bargains
,
and must be seen to ta appreciated.
No trouble to show property.
See
Jno. W. McQuade.

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
Furniture, Crcckery, Ranges. Stoves, Glassware

Borradajle & Co.
THE BAILEY

(PNEUMATIC)

yWHALEBONE

ROflDWAGON

WANTED.

WANTED Sewing at home or Will go
out by the day. Mrs. 13. F. Grantham,
502 South Broadway.
WANTEi)
Experienced salesman;
miiFt speak Spanish. Apply at the
Windsor Bazar Company, Trinidad,
Colorado.
WANTED At once, a number of
bridge carpenters to work on the
Apply
Santa Fe Central railroad.
at company's general office, Santa
Fe, or. to August Reingardt. Kenne
dy, N. M., via Galisteo.
to try our
WANTED Customers
bread, pies, cakes, pastry of every
description and delicious ice cream.
Be convinced that we supply the
In km parlor to ordinary vlit-lin every quality, striven r rurally favor
Fueuuiatlra for their inatlmuiu comfort and UMUty. Anruiut-naiialnat
best to be had In Albuquerque. New
are unavailing to thoae who Liayh naU eaucnuute wltii our flri-- i
tneiu
England bakery, botn 'phoues. oppoone, and not with the cheap klud.
3
We've always built with the atMolute ttuslnesa policy, " what U ltest,
site postofflce. Anthony Xydias,
quoted a a failure.
coot." and have yet to have one of our wai;proprietor.
WANTED Gents' good second hand
clothing, shoes and hats, 515 South
First street Call or address R. J
Sweeney,
COCOCOCOOC1CKXXDCCXDCOOCXDCOCO
WANTED Five young men from Ber- OCCOOCOCOCOCOOOCOOCOCOCOCO
nalillo county at once to prepare for
positions in the government service.
' Apply
Corres. Inst,,
to Inter-Stat" Cedar Rapids, la '
' t
Mtdipai tjepirtntto of tha
Ussdjn
.i
MISCELLANEOUS.
United States Army and Nvy'Srvlcelt
FOR FAMILY USE,
recognized M tha purest atiwtuUnt In
CONVALESCENTS'
TO LOAN 11,300. Address M, this of
AND INVALIDS.
fice.
the market Recommended by the best
ASTROLOG1ST Madame Gonxago. at
medical authority In the land.
Mrs. Bambini's, 205 South First
street, will give astrological flve
year $5 writings for fl. Hours, 9 a
Sold exclusively by
j?fjj
fp
m. to $ p. m.
CASH PAID for distributing samples
Send stamp. American Distributer,
Kantaa City. Mo.
U JUa(2 COCOCOCCXXXXXDCOCOCO
t

am

J.

e

Korber &

Co.,

ANLESuoE:.

THE OLD GOVERNMENT WHISKEY

vn

MORELLO BROS., .w"0iKKr."B,,"M
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Closing
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Investments In Demint lota will
double and treble In ooe year.
3
--o
'
Demmg! hiT you been there? If
the moat dreaded and deadjjbtaU diseases, as well a pneumonia, and all not, yon should gat there for the big
lung troubles are relieved at once and sale of lota
17th of thla month.
.... on ,the
,n
cored by Ackera English Reined "the
king Of all cough cures." Cures coughs 0110 00 00 00 M
cents. Your O Our entire stock of colored par O
and colas IB a aay
money back If, dissatisfied. Write for O asols, the finest selection in the D
free sample. W. H. Hooker ft Co., O city, will be sold at cost and be- - D
Buffalo N. Y. J. H. O Rielly ft Co.. and O low. Golden Rule Dry Goods l
Q
B. H. Brlgga ft Co
O Company.
Mv lair lady has never before had OOOOOOOOOUOOOOOOOOO
quite so many novelties in the line of
fans. Thla season sne waves away the
heat of summer with the daintiest
trifles of chiffon decorated in every
conceivable fashion. Very expensive
and really the
models are
imported works of European masters;
others are intricately interwoven with
NY NON-TILOCATABLE
ON
medallions of real lace; then there is BERED,
SURVEYED PUBLIC LAND
'extravagant
luxuriously
of
affair
the
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, ARI
shirred satin encrusted witn Jewels.
ZONA OR NEW MEXICO, IN ANY
designs
are
expensive
composed
Less
SIZED 'i RACTS FROM 40 ACRES UPslmDlv of gauze with the monogram WARDS.
PAPERS READY FOR IM
cen
in
raised
effect
the
in
embroidered
LOCATION,
MEDIATE
SENT TO
1
monograms,
you
of
err
an
ter. This
ANY BANK C. O. D. PRICE REknow, and the Initials must be woven DUCED.
F. A. HYDE. 415 MONTInto everything from hosiery to
GOMERY 8TREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Possibly owing to tne successful imi
few
are
novelties
intro
tation, there
duced which can not be duplicated
with excellent results at less than half
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
the orlclnal cost; In consequence
Successor to Bailing Bros. ;
inexpen
exquisite
faces
of
are
there
sive iniitae that ran nn v ho l.ranrlofl
as counierieits oy experts in me an oi vv euuuiig . v&t3 . ..
lace making.
MAUDE GRIFFIN.
We desire patronage, and we
guarantee firs class baking.
Home dressed chickens Saturday. 207 8. First street. A'buquerque. N. M,
San Jose Market.
o
J.
Mutual Protection Society Picnic.
Will be held on Sunday, August 17,
DetJer in
1902, at the grove east of the Barelas
brtdse. A great time guaranteed to
visitors. Arrangements for entertain
ment and transportation perrect
Program of bports.- At 7 a. m. Concert by the First regi
AVENUE,
ment band at the par- - in the old town. 208 WEST RAILROAD
AwBUQUttRQUE. tl. M.
being the place of departure for the
grounds.
8 a. m. Concert in the new town at
different points of vantage on the
street corners.
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
10 a. m. The crowds will proceed to
the decorated grounds where the band
finest line of Liquor and Cigar
will discourse music during the morn AllThe
patrons and friends cordially inviting.
Iceberg." Lunch Is
2 p. m. The grand dance will com ed to visit "The
served every day.
mence on the open air platform,
8TEVE BALLING,
3 d. m. Chicken lights, for a suit- Proprietor.
nhe nremium.
3:30 sack races for boys, sz prem

PQNSUnPTION

PRICES ARE CUT.;

Albuquerque Hardware .Company

AUflUST

Summer

Gcods For Fall Novelties.

000000000

NEW YORK FASHIONS.

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, "Curtains, Blankets an
House Furnishing Goods.

New York, Aug. 1. Just now the
first prices of the season are being cut
so that the stocks on hand may be sold
to make rbom for advance fall fash-tonWALL
HERDERS
and it Is possible to obtain some
WEDQE
very smart novelties for a nominal
V I
HINERS
.i
sum. Real' linen lawn shirt waists
;
AND WAGON COVERS.
which two months ago were considered cheap at 15 can be had for less
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
than half that sum how and they are
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
certainly as smart looking as when
first Introduced Into the fashionable
world.
Many women, therefore, with an inclination to be economical are purchasTO INTEREST THE PUBLIC THESE WARM,
ALBUQUERQUE
2 ing several of these designs and will
DAYS, BUT WE ARE EQUAL TO THE OCCASION AND THE
wear them until late in the autumn
with their chic tailor made gowns
KIND OF PRICES YOU FIND HERE IN - JULY ALWAYS
which are yet to come.
only are there bargains in
But
not
MAKES THIS STORE THE PROPER BUYING PLACE. ,
MANUFACTURERS OF
...
6hlit waists; trie daintiest muslin and
lawns can be procured at the same reI? WE ARE SHbWlNG A, MOST ELEGAHf,, ASSORTMENT
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
duced prices and never before were
'
OF CARPETS, RUGS MATTING, LINOLEUM,' ' ALSO HAVE
"
Office and Store Fixtures.
these models prettier.
v comes
Next
to
the
frock
Wood Turning and Mill Work'of All Kind to Order.
PLENUID VALUES IN Hl6H ART DRAPERIES, CURTAINS,
the one with a white ground and the
,, ,
dj
Mail order solicited.
suggestion,
a
...
merest
of
contrasting
CO RTI ER E&VcOu'cH ANN D TABLE.COVERS
403 SOUTH FIRST. STREET. .
2
tint in a delicate figure. For Instance
'
K
a- line of sheerest textile has the surevoevoc
momom
face covered with most delicate sprays
of torget-me-no- t
blue In natural color;
or the same ground may be sprinkled
.
ESTABLISHED 1878
with polka dots In eau de nile, maize,
OLD RELIABLE
.
corn flower blue or something equally
pastel in effect.
la a most Important factor tn the
All of these combination take
are
Jewelry worn, and best result
to black, velvet ribbon being run
obtained from artistic designs and
tb rough on embroidery beading or
heading of Valenciennes lace.
tasteful Betting. Our rings, brooch
Gowns that are made very plain are
es, pins, etc., are of that high art
embellished with all sorts and condiand quality found only In Jewelry of
tions of exquisite fichus and collars.
the finest make.
ne oddity in this line is a collar made
Carries the Lertaat
Flour, Orata,
a next Extaaalva
of embroidered silk. The foundation
Stock at- egg
la white outlined in robin's
blue
and Provisions.
Qroceries
Staple)
silk, so as to form small blocks about
JEWELER.
.
foaa4 aeatfewsM. ..
Car lata aapadalty.
an inch square. At the corner of each
Watch Inspector A., T. & S. F.
block Is a French knot. Circular pieces
and S. F. P. Railroads.
of blue Batin, a deeper shade than the
FARfi AND FREIGHT WAQONS.
silk, are set on each side of the collar,
CCeX5OOCCeXCOeX0XJ
Albuquerque
Railroad Avenue
which tapers down to the waist line In
front. Around each of these circular
pieces tiny laurel leaves are embroid
ered, and the centers have a spray of
white rosebuds shading to shell pink, ium
MELINI & EAKIN
4 p. m. Greased pole for Hoys,
heavily embroidered. The edge of the
WHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIG..S
collar has tiny scallops of white silk flrnt nremium. tl second.
'
4:30 p. m. Foot race for men,
beaded with a blue cord.
We handle everything In our line
Foulard gowns trimmed with bands nremium.
Distillers Agents
5 p. m. Slack wire performance by
of plain silk the color of the backWllUa
ground of the foulards are very smart. Prnf Gonzales. City of Mexico.
Special distributors Taylor
V.4
U. S.'
7 p. m. Concert by the First Regi
These bands are put on In fanciful deLouisville, Kentucky
city.
ment
band
in
the
correAtch1s6rt, To-'and
sign
with
thread
the
Pacific
stitched
and
Depository for the Santa Fe
Albuquerque. N. IX
Orders from the outside solicited and
8 p. m. Fireworks display and ba- - 111 fL First St,
sponding with the tone of the figure
ana
by
ania
Miiway.v.ouiius.
peka
Prof.m. Brown.
in the silk. The effect Is uniquo and lor.n ascension
promptly attended to. ,
From 9 p. m. on, concert by band and
helps to gain the elegant simplicity
A.
B.
SLEYSTER.'
.77777777..
. . . . .$$00,000.00
.
.
.
Authorized Capital 4
dance all night.
noted In this season's models.
? Albuquerque, N. M.
206 West Gold Avenue,
.$200,000.00
Jesus Romero. Teniae Werner, C. D.profits
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
and
Surplus
Capital,
The newest and most striking novup
Paid
FIRE INSURANCE,
elty accompanying the foulard gown Murphy, David Pdrea Ambrosia Samo.
V
DIRECTORS!
QPOOOOOOOOOXM300000000)aOOOO
AND
OFFICERS
com
P.EAL ESTATE,
This has a low ra, Vivian Perea, Joe uadaxacco,
is the foulard hat.
.S. Rayoolds, president; M. tW. Flpurnoy, vic prisl---y
Mnriev eiiSLiC
crown, very .broad and somewhat on mittee; Nestor M(pnt,g)r a, secretary.
CROMWELL BLOCK,
cashier:
ROOMS
a
seew
the tamo'shanter xmler. The brim is
,UVilh
Netted Gem. cantaloupes, sweet as
Antnmatlo Telephone 17.
- A B. Mcl
wide and on its stiffened edge are Buear.
- - W V. ttavnolds.
6 and 10 cent each. San Jose
sewn two bias frills of foulard stitched Market.
,
,
,
with white silk. The hat is very ef
Railroad Time
requires
trim
but
little
fective
and
Dissolution Notice.
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
ming, a chiffon veil dotted with white
Notice is hereby given to the public
or green being all that is used.
that Fred W. Hamm, Jr., nas retired
Red and white foulards seem to be from the firm of Chas. Chadwlck & Co.,
taking the place of the blue and white and the partnershlp;whlch existed beeffects. The red is soft in tone and tween Chas. Chadwlck and Fred W.
there are so many tints tiiat it is possi- Hamm. Jr., is hereby declared null and
All srrors of vision scientifically eor--'
ble to suit almost any complexion. One void. Mr. Hamm' interest having been
rected
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
of a series of designs ordered for the onrchased bv Charles Chadwick, and
S. T. VANN, DOCTOR OF OPTICS.
wuh
Newport season Is trimmed with col the business will be carrlea on In the
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
A80N, JEWELER8.
.
lar and cuffs of Irish lace and clever same firm name of Chas. Chadwlck &
S.VANN
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars
black velvet. Ac Co.. by Chas. Chadwlck. at the old
touches of nai-rocompanying it is a hat of coarse brown stand. 108 Gold avenue, where all old
(la Effect June 1, 1902.)
straw, wreathed with red currants and comnany accounts will be settled.
&
CO.
CHADWICK
softest
with
CHAS.
the
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
dotted here and there
03eX)eKCKCCeX)ey
CHAS. CHADWICK,
little rosettes of red satin ribbon.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
Large red hats in satin straw are
F. W. HAMM. JR.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10: 05 p.m.
Albuquerque. N. M., July 31, 1902.
growing popular. They are worn with
No. 3, California Limited. . . .10:60 a.m.
long riding coats of pure white taffeta
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
pic
fine
of
display
window
See
the
charming
picture.
The
and make a
2, Atlantic Express
s.
No.
Futrelle
at
8:30a.m.
couches
and
tures
sweeping
with
hats are trimmed either
o
No. 4, Chicago Limited .... .41:65 p.m.
claret-coloreNative and Chicago Lumber. ... ... .
ostrich plumes, or with
suit No. 8, Chicago Express.
7:30 p.m.
rrunk. valises, 'hand bag,
the same shade tulle veils twisted cases,
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
telescopes, largest variety in
once around the neck and knotted at
Building
ms
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
very Ity to select from. Golden Rule Dry No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10 a.m. Sherwin-Williaveilings
are
newest
The
side.
the
are
we
DOORS. BLINDS, PLASTTH
so
do
In
to
order
GOING
LEAVES
I Wears Long-n- t SASH,
SOUTH.
Company.
Goods
ponnds. We wish to double that In 1902, and
Beet
Looks
Morel
a
Covers
pretty indeed. They have
GLASS, PAINT, hie
pm.
No. 27, Mexico Express
I LIMB, CEMENT,
11:00
I
Measure
I
Foil
Economical
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
Most
pattern upon them and tne meshes oi
new
FROM WEST.
hundred
one
ARRIVE
Deming
needs
aV
Seal
celebrated
Albuquerqac.
agents
very
SANBORN'8
large..
for CHASE
pound. We are sole
the net are
First Street and Lead Avenue,
8:05 a.m.
to suddIt the demand, and No. 2, Atlantic Express
It . la remarkable how sentiment houses
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
con No. 4, Chicago Limited .....11:45 p.m.
demand
This
now.
needs
them
a
Once
changes with the fashion.
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
tinues to grow.
style becomes fixed all the
LEAVE GOING WEST.
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
deprejudice vanishes and Its former
Have you seen that blue ena melee No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
' As to teas.
Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
tractors become Its most ardent ad- steel
3, California Limited .... 1 1 : 00 a.m.
ware at the Albuquerque Hard No.
Is
many
This
instances.
vocates In
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
In the territory.
most
Is
company's
store.
the
ware
It
within
particularly true of veils. It is
No. 7 will carry mall from the eau
the recollection of nearly every woman beautiful and ornamental ware ever and No. 2 from the west
SAMPLE 1XD CLUB ROOM. ;
In
Aljuquerqie.
seen
when colored veils were considered
Thursday and Mon
No. 3 arrive
v.;
W. Railroad Ave
v
the acme of vulgarity. Now they are
days. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and FriFinest
the very quintessence of fashion and FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per days.
Whiskies,
JOSEPH BAfiNETT,
worn by the best people. 'The favorite
hundred, at the Citizen office;
Loral freight ho. 99, going south.
Brandies.
1 SO W. Railroad Ata,' AllmqaeftinA,
tint are blue in a light and dai'k tint,
o
carries passengers.
etc.
Wines,
V. L M I EHS, Agent.
bronze and golden , browns, castor, FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
poppy red. maroon and the new yellow-greeof old papers, good for wrapping
the arbiters of
or green-yellopurposes, cheap. Address. The Cltl- CONDENSED TIME CARD OF THE
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
defashion have not yet been able to
sen,
Albuquerque, N. M.
El Paso-Ro- ck
Island Route Automatic Thone No. 516.
cide yet over which everyone la rav,.
no. 115.
.
leiepnone
Hell
ing Just now.
EFFECTIVE JUNE 6, 1902.
.
'P.
'
very
delicate
The shade Is really
(Incorporated)
West
DAILY SERVICE
East
and dainty. Indeed, it Is mou than
that; it is artistic. Paiadoxlcal as it
8:00 pm Lv. . .El Paso...Ar 7:30am
may seem, in its aesthetic description,
8:15 pmi" ...Ft. Bliss .Lv 7:15am
6:49 am
8:41 pm " ... Hereford ..
GROCERS, it is the exact tint of a toad's waist s
WHOLESALE
mater-nl6:00 am
coat and take exquisitely with
9:30 pm! " . Jarllla June.
'
4:55 am
10:55pm:" .Alamogordo.
that are adaptable to lights and
'
Modern Type,
pmj " ... Tularosa ..
4:16 am
11:21
shades.
Wool, Hides,
3:22 am
12:23 ami" ... Oscura ..
Modern Presses,
in a sash for a white gown It is 5
.
2:53 am
1:10 am! " . . Carrlzozo .
charming. The latent vagary in sashes
Modern Ideas,
2:06 am
Ancho .. .
2:06 am "
Is made in two sections. One is a very
We handle
1:48 am
goes around the
Tecolote ..
AND
2:29am
which
crush
wide
"...
K. C. Baking Powder,
1:05 am
am
Corona . .
3:13
waist and is pinned invisibly at one "V.
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD. ,
Competent Workmen
12:43 am
Navajo Blankets,
3:29am ".. Torrance .
side. The other section Is in the shape !
SI
.,
12:10
am
necessary
am
Marino
for
are
loosely
3:57
Curtice Canned Goods,
li
of another wide fold which is
10 :26 pm
Hon of Dud'jrn
Tastura ..
5:15am
carried around the waiBt. right under
Colorado Lard and Meats.
I 9:30 pm
Illi.OllBICIBHBIS'- big
6:05 am Ar. .Santa Rosa.
the arms, and fastened with a
7:30am " ..Santa Rosa..Ar 10:15 pm
Printing.
Fine
double rosette with a lancy pin in the
11
9:27 ami " Tucumcart ..Lv 8:07 pm
I I If
Houses at
middle.
SHIPJTOURl PELTS TO
4:55 ami"... Topeka . . . " 12:50 am
The vogue for ldw necked and short
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
our Job FrUiIluj deportment W 6:55 ara'Ar.. Kansas City.. "110:45 pm
sleeved bodices has resulted in the
BEARRUP BROS. & COf
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
U furnished wltli all the requl- - g 10:10pm "... Chicago ..." 8:15am
wearing of much Jewelry this season.
ETA, N. M.
CAP1TAN BRANCH.
Corals have len revived and the moat s)
7t? fe work. We execuU) a small or- - IL
beautiful strings of the stones are
am,Lv..
Carrlzozo ..Ar 7:00pm
7:00
atsame
tue
ears
villi
der
aad
If
stun, alternately with lieads of Roman
lentlon as a large one. It wUl c 8:45amJArNorth CapltanLv 5:25pm
gold; other are combined with, silver 3
6:00 pm
Capltan
:05 amj
'
: com you aouang to cU at tjur &
and-Machinand still others considered by. many
JAIbriquerque. New; JWecoV
g,f ofUce tieo juu need
prints if
e
ALAMOGORDO BRANCH.
the. most effective combination, are
.
In? and luura wlml wa eaa do
strung on strands of burnished steel,
"AlajuogordoT'Arl 8:00 pm
"8:00
am,Lv.
fe
11 fur. Vu
will
be
wltb
treated
PL P. HALLr Proprietor ;
the steet being knotted between each
10:50 am Ar. Cloudcroft .Lv 6:30 pm
civility whether yuu leave an
; HIDES, SKINS AND FUHS.
cluster of coral to heighten the effect.s
a
.
11:10 am ". .Cox Canon.." 6:00 pm
w. av, kiu, UU WU. HUM
tira-raJewelled combs that resemble
SI
VV thiLt nitr Work, fill.'klltv
r.f mn.
Shaftings,
Pulley,
Castings;
Cars;
Ore,
Coal
Lumber
asu
connec
and
B
many
shop and
These trains make direct
Iroo and
are displayed in
Fir8t-class- v
terlals ujed and prices am aU
work done and satisfaction guaranteed
Metal; Columns and Iron Wonts for Buildings;
tions at all principal Junction points
Orsdrbars,-Babbi- t
"genuine" noveltlea from South Africa
kind
of
the
that
attract
O
and
diverging
lines.
with all
Please write us for prices.
male from. American mined gold are
Repairs on Mining and Mm Machinery a Specialty.
A. N. BROWN, O. P. A.,
among the costly trifle of the ward
r1
El Paso, Texas,
'iFW5inrjSriSvri5
,
I
.
robe.
rOUNDRI SIPS RAILROAD TRACK, AUUQUERQUE, N. M.
H
4.
f

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
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1 JCLIN i O

s,

hand-painte-

-

Planing Hill Co.,
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It Takes
the Best
..
of Values

PIONEER BAKERY
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e

"

Forest Reserve
Script

,
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A. SKINNER

L. B. PUTNEY,;;

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

WHOLESALE GROCER.

The ICEBERG

T. Y. MAYNARD,

PELTIER BROS.

,

....

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Plumbing and Heating.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
DEPOSITORY
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ZEIGER CAFE
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Tables

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
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Paper

Paint
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Printing!
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CLUB BUILDING,
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Wool Pullers and Tanners,

Albuquerque Foundry
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GDoiro't

Treaft Symptoms
c

BURRO
Viewed

at a

MEAT.

Real Delicacy by Arlxon-

UNION

COUNTY,

J.

-

lans.
Stlmdlnnts and cathartic will never cure Indigestion.
They may temr"r-'- iv relieve the system but the next meal clops It again. The
The Tucson Star says that during Comes to the Front as One ot the
food should lw: dieted. Tre nourishment
health strength it contain the past week Ernest Abadle visited
tsysieni.
the Sapor! ranch, near the Santa Crux
j
anouia DC appriT"1 utu """v"-Best Wool Markets.
county line, and w hile there Juan Ellas
Go

after the

ran
:

ie

C((DD(DL
Children
strengthens and sweetens the
digests all
and assists
Thrive the
stomach and digestive organs
assimilating and
transforming it Into the kind
nourishment that
taken up the
and
to the tissues throughout
on
organs the
cures Indigestion
purl flies, cleanses,
This new discovery

classes of food
in
of

stomach.

is
by
blood
fed
the various
of
body. Kodol
and dyspepsia, thus removing the cause of all stomach
troubles. Kodol. gives such strength to the body that
u is mvmuaDie in an wasting diseases.
j
- ?" for what Kodol halftone for mo." wrltrs Clifton Olrtnn,Collett, Ind.
t wishmetothi'
else had failed. When I tried Kotlol U helped me
of
It cured
rf il y rrvnmnvnd II."
(tab away. I

served his guest with burro meat, owing to the scarcity of beef. The dish
was relished and It occurred to Ellas
and Abadle that it would be a treat to
Tucson friends to eat of burro. Mr.
Abadie brought a chunk to the city
and had it cooked and served to the
Purazo boys, Joe Reyes and Ramon
Ellas, tne host announcing choice veal
The Dnrazos, who
with trimmings.
are experts on meats, said the Saporl
article suited them and that the
treat w uld be theirs In that line ne.:t
time.
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special dispatch to the Denver
News, from Clayton, Union caunty,
this territory, says:
The last shipments of the big woo!
clip of Union county for is year are
new In process of marketing.
The first necessity of athletics is
This county wool clip of 1M2 aggre
gates 3,000,000 pounds, of which 1,000.. sound stomach. Food is the source of
Xodol Digests What You
000 pounds have been shipped from all physical strength, but to extract and
TeparedbTE.C.lVV'it,(;o.,Cbl.;iro. Theft bottle contaln2H timet ai much (by actual
Cured Paralysis.
the trial size which sells for 60r.
Clayton, In excess of 6oo.nou pounds assimilate the strength from food requires
W. S: Bally. P. O. True, Texas,
the stomach and other organs of
tmous little liver pi la for blllonn
or writes: "My wife had been suffering from Folsom and the balance from that
arid HUCPi the
fefVlft'C iltllP Imus
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BtRNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESconstlpaUoa.
Safe, thorough. The never gripo.
on the digestion and nutrition should be in a
points
various
shipping
other
five years with paralysis In her arm. Colorado & Southern, Rock Island and condition of good health. What is true
J. H. O RIELLY & CO., AND B. H. UK1UU3 A Cu
AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
TATE
of the athlete is true of every man and
when I was persuaded to use Ballard's
r e roads.
: nnvsical ncaltn ana vuzor de
woman
INSURE
YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
Snow Liniment, which cured her all Santa
avThe Union county fleece this year
pend upon the digestion and assimilaright. I have also used it for old sores, eraged
pounds, has
f
seven
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
and
frost Idtes, and skin eruptions. It sold at 13, cents all around, and has tion of food.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
AND
oc, 50c and $1.01)
ENTIRE
CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RFIDENT8
does the work."
been classed at only a shade less In
diseases of the stomach ami other
Iwttles at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
quality than "fine medium." a better cures
AND
of
organs
digestion
and
and
nutrition,
B. Ruppo.
showing than other New Mexican wool by enabling
perfect digestion and
o
of this season's marketing. Owing to assimilation ofthe
food,
builds
the body up
Chinese Smuggling.
the adding to herd grading, next sea who solid tiesu ana muscle.
A prairie schooner loaded with sin son will place
. .
WINSLOW.
A. B. Commons and wife, teachers at
fully
wool
Union county
MANAGER OP
"I lined ten bottle of Dr. Pleri-e'- Cnlrien Mnl
smuggled Chinamen, piloted into the within the "fair
Keam's canyon, returned from Califor country
medium" class, with ical Discovery nd nevera! viali of his ' Plrnwnt
From the Mai.
Mexico by an American an Increased
from
'
a
Pellets
rear
hnH
azo
and
nn
this
have
surinr.
fleece weight and heavier trouble with indigestion
morning, where they have has been captured near Douglas, Ariz.,
since," writes Mr. W. T.
J. X. Woods returned from Holbrook, nia this
listed market price.
nompson, 01 Townsrml. Broadwater County,
on a vacation.
been
guards.
by
of
driver
The
the
custom
attending
meetb?en
a
county
sheep grading comprises Montana. "Words
The
where he had
fail to tell how thankful t
Captain Clark and Lieutenant Odry, wagon escaped, but the Chinamen are a
crossing of the best Merino am for the relief, as I had suffered so much and
ing of the board of supervisors.
of Fort Apache, left here for Fort. I). in custody on the charge of violating andcareful
seemed that the doctors could do me no rood.
Next Door to Firs t National 8ank
Shropshire strains, thus securing ttI Rot
down in weight to 115 pounds, and waa not
atweek,
Wyo.,
.they
not
A.
intentionlasi
of
where
will
Russell,
Mail
Riley,
TSe
of a union of fleece and flesh.
the exclusion act. Detective
able to work at all. Now I weigh nearly 160
Now Tele phono 222.
commarksmanship
annual
tend
the
the Blsbee railway, who is in El Paso
can do a day's work on the farm. I "have
ally, but through neglect, failed to
This fall will see the shipment from and
petition of the United States infantry. says Chinamen have been smuggled in
recommended your medicine to several, and
Engifeedretaining
county
home
of
Union
mutton
100.000
the
of
mention
Will Scorse returned from Canada to
United States regularly for ers to Kansas fattening pens, and 100,. hall always have a (rood word to say for Dr. P6C8tfiw$w6a9C8wC908w6
neer Jack Lowe and wife, who have last week, where he went with the In- somethetime by means
of movers' wa
lambs to northern Colorado for the
The Common Sense Medical Adviser,
tention of locating. Will makes all pons, which have failed to arouse the 000
been sojourning In California.
putting on of western flesh and fat for 1008 large pages in paper covers, is sent
J. J. Sols and three children. 'two kinds of excuses about the country hav suspicion cf the border guards.
eastern market blocks. These iambs free on receipt of at one-cestamps to
sons and a daughter, from Colorado ing too much rain, mosquitoes like
VWVWVwV'wVWVwrVWVwVwVw
VWVwVwVWVWVWSr'WVWVWVU
pounds, pay expense of mailing only.
will average here forty-seveAddress
Mi
City, Texas, arrived in Winalow. Mr. humming birds, etc.. but we believe
Consumption Threatened.
will
Dr.
approximate
V.
V.
countv
N.
Pierce,
Buffalo,
R.
Union
their
here providing the truth Is tuat Willie was a little bit
Soli expects to
"I was troubled with a backing owners $1.50 per
and will weigh
is successful in securing employ- homesick.
cough for a year and I thought I had out al leaft eightyhead
ie
pounds per head in
W. H. Bourhage, U. C. Creswell, E. consumption,
ment.
says C. Unger. 211 Colorado-Chicagshipment.
speakers to be heard are Rev. G. CampJ. D. HoucV, who is well 'and favor- A. Sawyer, Judge Haney and W. A. Maplo St., Champaign, III. "I tried a
Herzsteln. the wool king of north bell Morgan. Rev. Stephen Band, of
ably known over the entire territory, Parr, of Winslow, attended a meeting great many remedies and I was under ernM.New
Mexico, with local hesdquar-ter- s Liverpool. Rev. Dr. Walpole Warren
came In from Noble's ranch, where' he of the Masonic lodge here. John J. the care of physicians for several
has handled this yefer of New York; Rev. F. B. Meyer, of
tiad been to deliver all his sheep which Sweeney, of Phoenix, grand master of months. I used one bottle of Foley's nearlyat Clayton,
one-hal- f
of the entire Culon London; Rev. J. Whltcomh Brougher,
lie had disposed of to Mr. Noble last Arizona, was present and a very pleas- Honey and Tar. It cured me, and I county clip.
of Chattanooga; Rev. Dr. H. C. Mabie,
nveek. Mr. Houck left tor Holbrook.
ant evening was enjoyed by members have not been troubled since.
A notable Clayton Industrial im of Boston; Rev. W. Ross, of England;
W. J. Burke, a prominent business and visitors.
o
We have Just received a car of first class wines, the best and finprovement Is the establishment by Rev. L. C. Brouehton, of Auanta; Rev
man, took a trip up the line to AlbuSergeant James O'Brien, manager
Opal Mine.
Robert W. Isaacs of a tin manufactur H. W. - ope, of New Haven; Rev. John
querque, where he spent a day, and of the Unlled States government tele
product of California, consisting of
est
mileg
Summit
from
fifteen
About
fitting plant Kelman. of Edinburgh, and Rev. Dr.
from there he continued on to the Jem-e- i graph office here, returned from Fort Station, on the Arizona & New Mexico ing and pipe cutting and significant
Pa.
Chester,
of
sufficiently
Weston,
addition,
In
O.
Henry
hot springs to see if he could derive Wlngate, N. M. Mr. O'Brien has been railway,
range of the general progress and prosperity c
TOKAY, SHERRY, ANGELICA, MUSCATEL, PORT,
CATAWBA,
any benefit for the rheumatism with In the service of the government for mountains,In Isthean horseshoe
opal mine, operated the region, Mr. Isaacs has also erected
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
which he Is afflicted. Mr. Burke ex- close on a quarter cf a century and ex about twenty years ago. The miners his business into a northern New Mex.
MALAGA, HOCK, JOHANNISBERGER, RIESLING, RUDES-HEIMEpects to be absent until August 15.
pects to remain a few years longer. were killed by the Indians in 18S5, and
The stock
windmill headquarters.
ZINFANDEL, SAUTERNE, GUTEDEL,
We are glad to announce that he will the property has Ken neglected ever Ico
range demand for windmills ts now so
hold down the office at this place
FLAGSTAFF.
since, the miners evidently being con genera and strong as to attract drill
CABINET AND BURGUNDY.
vlnced through tlie Killing of their Ing outfits from all over the country,
From the Sun.
comrades that opals bring bad luck.
Well water depths range from ten feet
In quarts and pints and which we wilt offer for the present month at
K. H. Cameron returned from a trip
KINGMAN.
as a fair
upwards, with seventy-fivto Lot Angeles.
prices to make room for another car which will arrive next
close
Look at Her.
Just
average.
The Coconino Commercial club has From the Miner.
came that sprightly step,
Whence
Also above wine in barrel lots at .prices which we are sure
month.
display
Clayton
Interests
business
reorganization
a
undergone
and the
John McDerwin, of White Hills, Is faultless skin, rich, rosy complexion, recent increase of from 20 to 35 per
will suit parties who wish first class goods.
new organization will reopen the club. In Kingman. Mr. McDerwin has been smiling
face. She looks good, feels cent, in Illustration of wuich the doub
. Frederick H. Maude, the Los An- a chlorlder In the mines of this county good. Here
her secret. She uses Dr. ling of the capital of the First National
geles photographer, is here- for the for the paBt ten years and has been King's New s Life
Havana Fille';
all bank of Clayton., its erection into a ter
Pills. Result,
purpose of obtaining views of the quite successful. He will probably go organs active, digestion
headgood,
no
and countv depository, and an
scenery In this vicinity.
to Topopah or some of the other camps aches, no chance for "blues." Try ritorial
approximation ci
in muiviuuaiia
Godfrey Sykes, with a number of in that vicinity.
Only
25c.
yourself.
all
at
them
4
deposits.
Is at tlie Grand Canyon mak- Albuquerque, New Mexico.
107 and 109 S. First Street,
Al Anderson has not yet recovered
' assistants.
s water works and electric
Clayton
Ing a preliminary survey of Bright from the injuries received In tiursoa'g
.
. 1,. n
u
U .
I
o
'Angel creek, for the proposed efeclric Homesiake mine, near Wickenburg.
Painters Want More Pay.
ownership and management of Robert
plant at that point, which is being pro- some months ago. He hag been under
New York, Aug. I. A large propor Irvin, are exhaustive In public utility
moted by Flagstaff parties.
the doctor's care, but it feared that tion of the 6,000 memiiers of the Amal
Probate Judge Frank C. Reid and necrosis of the Jaw will result from the gamated Painters and Decorators of and satisfaction.
Clayton Telephone company, F.
bride returned from California. They Injury of the Jaw bone. Al has been this
went on a strike H.The
Clark, manager, well fills the
were given a reception at tne residence unfortunate in his mining experiences todaycitvfor'andan vicinity
50 cents a
of
advance
of Rev. George Logte, which wag at- and had many narrow escapes from
which has been refused by the
Ecklund is now furnishing In
tended by a large number of invited death In the mines. He Is now at day,
Association of Interior Decorators and theCarl
neighborhood of 100 tons of ice for
friends.
Wickenburg.
House
Cabinet
Makers
and
the
Master
Clayton consumption. The Ice
Mrs. W. A. Switzer. of Los Angeles,
Thomas Cunningham, recently dis- Painters' and Decorators' association. local
company here Is capable of extended
la visiting her son. Will A., and her charged from the transport service in The
plain
painters'
For
demand:
expansion and promises early maxi
waugnter, Mrs. Stanley Sykes.
Mrs San Francisco, who was on his way to
not less than $4 a day; for mum development.
Switzer is one of the old time residents New York, died on the train above painting
PRESCRIPTIONS !
$4.50
a
day.
not
decorating
less
than
Clayton caUle shipments include one
of Flagstaff and has made her home in Hackherrj. The man had apparently
JLoa Angeles for the past eight years. been suffering with consumption and
"My mother suffered a long time and two year old steers for northern
W. R. Page, of Proctor. Vt., who is was taken ill at Needles. He suddenly from distressing pains and general 11' ranges and fall furnishing of feeders.
Mutual Telephone 143.
Interested in the development of the collapsed
The Clayton public schools, with 350
and died before medical aid health due primarily to indigestion,"
Albuquerque.
copper
Cameron
mines in the Grand
His body was says L. W. Spalding, Verona, Mo. "Two pupils and five departments, are now
be obtained.
Canyon of Arizona, is spending the could
brought to Kingman and buried. An years ago I got her to try Kodol. She In grading process with a high school
Railroad Avenue and Second Street.
rweek in Flagstaff. The development effort is being made to find his rela- grew better at ence and now, at the course In early prospective.
(work on the mine hag uncovered some tives.
age of iG, eats anything she wants, le
very rich ore bodies. No shipments of It is rumored In Kingman that fig marking that she fears no bad effects
Eczema, scald head, hives, itchiness
ore are now being made.
...
urea are being made on an electric as she hat her bottle of Kodol handy." of the skin of any sort Instantly rePage,
H.
manager
John
the
cured. Doan's
of the
plant ot sufficient capacity to Don't waste time doctoring symptoms, lieved, permanently
Canyon Copper company, which last light
light the town. The plant Is to be run Go after the cause. If your stomach Is Ointment. At any drug store.
year bought the Cameron-Berrgroup In connection
o
with the water works sound your health will lie good. Kodol
of mines In the Grand Canyon, spent a plant. Some months
Conference at Northfleld.
ago the board of rests the stomach and strengthens the
couple of days here. development supervisors granted a franchise
to a body by digesting your food. It Is nat
Northfteld. Mass.. Aug. 1. The 20th
work it now being done and it is the
of gentlemen who were to put ure's own tonic. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.; annual general conference of Christian
purpose of the company to thoroughly party
a plant, but nothing further B. H. Briggs & Co.
workers, which wss estaidished by
develop the property before shipping In such
o
Dwight L. Moody about the same time
has been heard of it. We hope that
any more ore.
project will soon assume shape
CLAIMS CHANGED HANDS.
as the founding of the Northfleld sem
A daily paper will be started at the the go through.
inary, opened today with a large at
Grand Canyon in the near future. It and
8haw Gibson Mining company Buy the tendance. A program has been ar
Will be dovoted to description of the
Grey Fox and Eagle Claims.
ranged covering more than two weeks.
A Cure for Cholera Infantum.
canyon, a list of daily visitors and conMining company
The
'FL0R0D0RA' BANDS are
"Last May," says Mrs. Curtis Baker operating near Lnrusourg, has just Some of the eminent divines and
tributions from visitors to the great
same value 35 tags from
chasm. The project will be in charge of Bookwalter, Ohio, "an infant child closed a deal with F. E. Flynn. J. E,
of
of Prof. G. Wharton James. It will be of our neighbor's was suffering from Cook and others for the Grey Fox anu
an unique addition to the literature of chalera infantum. The doctor had Eagle claims In the Virginia district
"spearhead: 'standard navy: a
the Grand Canyon of Arizona, and a given up all hopes of recovery. 1 took While the consideration named in the
1
large circulation is anticipated by the n bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, transfer is nominal
'OLD PEACH & HONEY
e price paid It
are
publisher.
fre
T
most
Remedy
to
the
Diarrhoea
Cholera
and
was $1.'J00. These claims have
A
j bouse, telling them I felt sure it would said
' and T.'Tobecco'
gently to bt
been thoroughly prospected and show
;
WILLIAMS.
do good if used according to direct permanent ore fissures. The company
w
tace, neck or
ions. In two days' time the child had will develop, work to begin in thirty
From the News.
breast, though
fully recovered, and is now (nearly a days.
they
are liable to appear upon other parts
Mr. and Mrs. n, rt Ward left for Cal- year since) a vigorous, healthy girl.
ifornia, where they will make their fu- I have recommended this Remedy freFoley's Kidney Cure is a medicine of ths body. When they begin to spread
ture home.
quently and have never known It to free from poisons and will cure any and eat into the tlesh, sharp, pierciug
are felt as the underly:ni; tissue is
Chas. Klrsf h has been confined to fall in any single instance.
For saK case of Kidney disease that Is not be pains
destroyed and the tender nerves exposed.
Kanney & Harrell's all by till diuggists.
Ills room
yond tho reach of medicine..
Cancerous sores develop from very trifling
207 West Gold Avenue.
week by a seven- attack of rheuma- causes; a carbuncle or boil, swollen glaud,
tism.
ESTATE.
MAN
SANTISTEVAN
ANOTHER
BITTEN.
'
s little watery blister on tlie tongue or
Harry A. C'ar.-i'e- ,
of Briggs station.
lip, a wart, mole or bruise of some kind
- was taken down suddenly with rheu- H
by
Attor
In
County
Taos
Filed
Suits
a
Batch of
Has in His Possession
becomes an indolent, festering sore,
ney
matism a Ehort time since arid was reLaughlin.
Worthless Santa Fe Street
which in time degenerates into cancer,
conn
moved to tlie ,npital at Prescott,
Ir.
Taos
couu
tor
the
district
Railway Stock.
"Ten years ago I
Laughlin
B.
ty,
improved.
suits
filed
N.
for
Where he has
Jude
For the second time this year H. S. Arthur R. Manby, assignee of the Juun bad a aora on my left
nmv time since had
John
which the
the efficient agent in this city of Santistevan estate, vs. Manuel Suaso temple, pronounced,
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
the misfortuiie i have his horse fall Lutz.Santa
Fe railway company, has to recover an alleged debt of $'j;it.lS doctors
on one of his liuil.s. Little attention the inquiries
a
cancerous
Wheat, write to
ulcer;
. ,
from men who have against Santiago Romero for $lii.7o It would itch, burn
' was paid at fint to the hart and grad- had
M.
N.
"treet
railway
BELEN,
stock
Fe
bought
Proprietor.
Santa
BECKER,
JOHN
v.
bleed,
and
scab
then
ually it
dim- until he was obaqainst Pedro A. Trujillo for $21ti.lo
repretent-ewas
it
faith,
because
good
lu
ever,
would
but
liged to qttii woik. Alter a three week's
M.
Pucheeo for Jti.ioS.in;
never heal. After
to them that the city of Sauta Fe against
elege he la a,:;t.n on duty at Phe-ian'against
.Martinez y (ionzales for taking1 S. 3.8. awhile
had guaranteed the interest on the $i:7.1'.'; Nestor
(luadultipc
against
Olivas
for
the tors beiran to
proTPA-LIVEEJEfrom the
discharge , and when a&rV
Contractors l.iton and Kennedy fraudulent bondiheissue
M. Kahu fo
i
i.
railway com- S14'J.i'5: anainst Manuel
street
which
of
ceeds
Phe-lan'aliiniagainst Jose I. eon Feruunde
nipleted J. C.
have Just
ail lav poi.oncu.
? .'? iH V
been built at .Santa
new l.ri !. uxidence north of pany was to have
ago but never was built. for $103.l'T; against A'bir.o Archuleta out it got well. X TfVi. .i..',ik
town. Tb lion.-- . L iitted up with all Fe two years
against Anastaciu Santis took in nil about
he received was in the .tor $101.35;Si'32.50.
inquiry
last
Tho
:
ccnv
n:.
modern
bath, steam sliape of the following
e.i.
He also filed a sui
tevau for
CO, Proprietors.
thirty bottles, continuln.-- it for soma WM. GOETTING.
letter:
rl
elect
Mailorders Receive Prompt Attention
l;u:.ts,
!
heal,
etc., aud when
time arter the soro had hea'.cd, to be
July la. lmC UcntU men: in the district court lor Santa
Chicago.
paii:te-;cn
jioi
ure
sysmy
n
tho
are
all
out
the
cm behalf of John W. Coope
cf
ai
decorators
cTmntv,
of
500
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
shares
of
possession
I cm in
Have cuoa no ait--u of tho f nicer
through wll! pr. st- l ni elegant appcar- - your
All kinds of Fresn Meats handled.
Consolidated Mining & Smelt tem.
railroad stock aud want to con- vs. the
years.
In
tea
JOSEPHU3
ItEID,
Albuqueroue: Nw Melca.
ance.
SOI North Flrt Street
money, and as same says ing company, at t'errillos. to recove
Oant, Audriau Co., Cio. Sausage making a specialty.
Mrs. Hernial Xagiller returned vert, it into
M. Rea
lienj.
$125.
alleged
of
debt
an
per
is
worth
it
on face of it that
l.iu
is strictly a vegetable
from Rhodes, v h, i : he bad been
ask if you will take hied a suit against the same company
remedy, and, while
ing for a few i!u
Is now share. I herewith
recover
to
cm
Ilesch
Edward
of
m
Kindly
my
let
hands.
off
same
possessing
the
purifying
Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
f.jr the Dennis-Drunning an
255.0'J.
obby
you
mail
and
return
from
and healing properties
Mund Lumber
m:unv. and expects hear
truly,
Yours
and Qraln.
lige.
no
other medicine
that
Mokl Tea Positively Cures Sick Head
to have his wife and family Join him
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
J. W. REED.
does, contains nothing that could derange
permanently
at that thriving camp
Headache.
Imported French and Italian
With the Cook county department of
While cleansing the blocxl
A de the system.
about lbs lutj of Auguht.
and constipation.
DEALERS IN
it also builds up the general health.
the Insurance company of the State Indieestlon
Qoods.
erup
all
lightful
herb drink. Removes
If you have a suspicious sore, or other
of Ilinois.
hOI. BROOK.
tions of the skin, producing a perfect blood trouble, send tor our free book on
Mill
IIOOORS.
As the letter was addressed to the coniDlexion
AND
GROCERIES
Sole stents for San Antonio Lima.
or money refunded. 25c I'.lood ami Skiu Diseases, and write to us
From the Argu.
Santa Fe Railroad company. Santa Fe,
50c. Wr.te to us for free sample for any information or advice wanted; FLOUR AND
CARLOAD
IN
T.'H. Suutliti expects to leave for the letter was delivered to Mr. Lutz. and
BkN
W. H. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.
Fro de'Jrery toil 1 parts of the city.
we wake no charge for this service.
,
Houck's August 1, where be has secur- New Mexican.
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
H. O'Reilly ft Co. and B. H. Briggs ft
113 81 5, 117 North Third Stroo
Telephoce
tt".
THE SWIFT SPCIfiS CO, ATLANTA, 6A.
ed employment in Bennett's Indian
Mexico
New
Albuquerque,
Co.
..
....
Btxtehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
trading store.
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Railroad Topics

AUOUSTI, 1902
YOU'LL BEtONVINCEO

MONUMENTS.
from the Second avenue line. On the
All kinds of stone and jiehle work.
Third. Sixth and Ninth avenue lines
the third rail Is going on rapidly .cars Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
are being built and autumn will find ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
n. Q. MAURINO.
these lines equipped with the electric
"Jemea o Springs.
system
Hot
The public In invited to visit the
The creation of real estate comsprings. First
panies is something of a new develop- famous health giving can
be found at
accommodations
ment In New York and It opens to In- classStone
hotel. Bathing, good trout
vestors of moderate means an oppor- the
and beautiful scenery are only
tunity to Invest In valuable city prop- afishing
of the attractions of this delighterty by purchases of the stock of these fulfew
resort.
companies. Details of another large
MRS. OLIVE CORCORAN,
flatlron building, similar to that which
Stone Hotel.
has caused little less than a sensation
o
at Twenty-thirstreet and Broadway,
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
o
and which has been spoken of before
Mumoing.
in these letters, have been made public. The bulling will be on a plot at
We bave aoaea a plumbing departthe Juncture of Wall, Pearl and Beaver ment and tin shop to our business.
streets and will be twenty stones high. When you havo anything In this line
to be done see us tbout ic before placA subscription has been started by ing your order. Albuquerque Hardthe National Arts club of New York ware company.
In aid of the reconstruction of the old
o
bell tower on the plair.l of San Marco,
CLOUDCROFT
Venice, which fell recently. A committee of five with Spencer Trask, the The Roof Garden of the Southwest
banker, as the treasurer, has been
season at Cloudcroft will open
formed to solicit subscriptions In this onThe
June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
country.
lunch counter having been placed under the able management of the popuThe roof gardens are now In their lar hotel
proprietor and manager, Geo.
glory and the theaters are closed, ex- Waterman.
cept the few which are presenting
The fame of Cloudcroft as the premlight comic operas. This Is no longer ier summer resort of the southwest
the time of serious dramas all the year has been heralded far and wide, and
around. Theatrical managers have patrons may rest assured Its reputaawakened to the realization of the tion will not be allowed to suffer this
wants of the people and are content to year. Extensive Improvements have
supply the demand Instead of trying to been made in the1 way of accommodaregulate ts people's taste. .
tions an4 eut door aa well as Indoor
amusements and entertainment.
There Is to be another conference of
For a booklet regarding Cloudcioft
women In regard to the question of an or further information regarding this
improved street railway service and It summer resort, call on nearest coupon
Is proposed that a committee of repre ticket agent, or address.
A. N. BROWN.
sentative women of this city be ap
pointed to Investigate systems in other
I. Route,
O. P. A., E. P.-EI Paso, Texas.
cities to ascertain whether overcrowding cars is merely local or general.
SUMMER EXCURSION RATES.
K. G. M.

MOVING PLATFORM.

I had diabetes In Its worst form,"
writes Marion Lee, of Dunreath, Ind. One May be Installed on the Brook
"I tried eight physicians without relief. Only three bottles of Foley's Kidlyn Bridge
ney Cure made me a well man."
Fireman Clevenger has relieved Fire, age to the engine was not very great
man L.lley at Lamy.
and can soon be fixed up. It is Im- STORING COAL
FOB WINTER.
NEW YORK NOTES.
Ben Williams, special agent for the possible to get the exact amount of
Santa Fe, spent yesterday in the city the damage which the wreck caused, Santa Fa Will Accumulate 3,000 Tons
but conservative railroad men place
and went north last night.
at Wellington.
the loss to the company at not less
New York, Aug. 1. One of the first
C. W. Closson. fuel contractor
Jack Williams has gone to Santa than
for
$30,000.
to New York ask to see,
the Sauta Fe system. Is at Wellington, things visitorsrule,
Rosa to accept a position on the left
Is Brooklyn Bridge.
as a general
side of the cab with the Rock Island
To Build Ice Factory. The Santa Fe Kan., and with htm came the first ship- If there are otner sights of so much
ment of the road's winter supply of
people.
has decided to .build an ice factory at coal.
A little over 3.000 tons will be Interest they are either Grant's Tomb,
Ernest Espelln, formerly employed Argentine, Kan., to take the place of
Park, 8t. Patrick's Cathedral
In the local shops, but now of Topeka, the ice house that burned down there delivered in Wellington which will pro- Central of
the many famous residentione
Is expected to arrive In the city the some time ago. The new plant will vide against any scarcity r fuel this or
al dwellings on Fifth Avenue: but in
last of the week.
cost $80,000 and will have a capacity coming winter on the Panhandle di- nine cases out o. ten BrooKiyn bridge
after a trial, that our work Is superlot
tons per day. It la also vision. The trouble between the strik- will ue asked for first. This famous
The El Paso ft Southwestern track of seventy-fivenough to make it worth your while to
In
ers
Pennsylvania
and coal barons
Is being laid toward Strauss, N. M., at claimed that a new $10,000 depot will gives promise to
We
price of coal structure will become of Increased In
have ua get your next favor.
send
the
Argentine.
be
built
at
the rate of a mile a oay and ten days
skyward and the Santa Fe deemed It terest to visitors, if a moving platform
wit!)
most
the
launder
In
accordance
more will see the roau finished to that
bridge as has been
Paul Morton President. Paul Mor- advisable to put In the stock of winter Is installed on the will want
methods to per
approved
point.
to take
ton is to be elected president of the coal now. Steady shipments of coal proposed,oneeverybody
fection. We're experts In laundering
ride on a moving platform
Conductor James Gorman, whose Kansas City Southern. He will repre- will continue now until the winter sup- at least
ankle was Injured In an accident at sent the Harrlman Interests. Mr. Mor- ply Is stored. It Is being done all over two and a half miles long, for that
dress shirts, collars and cuffs our
Maxwell City some days ago, will soon ton is vice president of the Santa Fe, the system and at every division point. would be Its length In crossing the
specialty. Goods called for, done np
be discharged from the railroad hos- a son of the late J. Sterling Morton, of Dodge City, Newton, Arkansas City, bridge and its approaching twice. The
In Al style, and delivered with neatpital at Las Vegas.
proposed platform would be In three
Nebraska, and one of the best known Topeka, etc., coal Is being stored.
ness and dlspatc. And our charge
very
would
outer
parts.
move
rim
The
The Santa Fe ships Cerrlllos coal
F. Lewis, inspector of buildings for railroad men in the United States. It
'
would step on
are very moderate. :
the Santa Fe. who has been spending a is said that he will retain his connec- from Colorado entirely. It Is available slowly. The traveller
couple of weeks looking over the new tion with the Santa Fe and that his at a more reasonable figure than east this first, and then to a middle section
as fast. From fln it
Santa Fe buildings of the city, left last position with the Kansas City South- era fuel and has proved of a better running twice
would be easy to step to the last sectnight for Trinidad, Colo.
ern is simply to keep In touch with the burning quality.
Mr. Closson says it will require sev- ion, running ten milea an hour. If the
Dispatches from Washington an road, being the personal representaeral weeks' time to complete the work plan Is carried out seats and shelter
nounce the granting of a patent to A. tive of Harrlman.
will be provided, also posts by which
of storing coal here.
Back of Postofriee.
R. Davis, formerly general foreman of
the timid and Infirm might steady
Purdue Remembered. R. P. C. Santhe Santa Fe shops at Topeka, for a derson,
Sixty rear.
In passing from one movover
For
tneraselves
of
superintendent
motive
machine for tracing piston ring bush- power, acting with
An old and well tried remedy.
ing section to another. Arrangements
We make the "btt door and window
the approval of
ings.
Mrs. Winslcw's Soothing Syrup has are kopxt to be made by which the tro
screens. Tner are rar sopenor to any
M. Barr, vice president of the SeaJ.
The Burlington has been making board Air Line railway, has presented been used for over sixty years by lley cars will withdraw from the brid
,
made In the east at the same price.
some fast runs recently in Nebraska. to Purdue university a full sized mod- millions of mothers for their children
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
but with such a close connection
One from Seneca to Alliance was 108 el, accurate in all of its details, of an while teething with perfect success, that the cost of transportion may be
3. ,
T. Telephone Not
miles in 112 minutes, and another from early locomotive. The model repre (t soothes the child, soften the sums. covered tor the same five cents.
o
Allance to Ravena, 258 miles in 279 sents the locomotive "Tornado, which allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
tools of.
machinists'
Carpenters'
and
minutes.
Speaking of Brooklyn that borough
was the second owned by the parent Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
cou.
Harware
kinds.
all
Special car 217, which went to Glor-let- a roads now forming the Seaboard Air pleasant tc the taste. Sold by drug- is the field of operations of a gang of
pany.
mountain last week bearing the Line system. Tne locomotive was gists In every part of the world, desperate burglars who have thus far
cents a bottle. Its value been succesful In eluding capture. The
lamily of General Superintendent purchased in England and placed in Twenty-fivMudge to the scene of their annual service in March, 1840. It has a single Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for citizens have good reason to complain.
LAD! CSV
outing, was
back to To- pair of drivers, a
truck, Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and too. There are only 1,628 patrolmen in
8peclal Rate to California Points.
Acts Immediately.
Brooklyn, which has a population of
peka Tuesday afternoon.
Albuquerque to Los Angeles and
and a cylindrical fire box. A tenner take no other kind.
Colds are sometimes more trouble- San Diego, $35.00; Coronado Beach,
a million and a quarter, or one to
Ground was broken last Tuesday on carried on four wheels Is attached.
TWO ROADS CONSOLIDATE. every 770 inhabitants.
Other bor some In summer than in winter, it's so 135.00.
the Tombstone branch of the El Paso
PROTECTIVE
Albuquerque to San Francisco and
oughs of Greater New York that have hard to keep from adding to them
Speedy Freight Run. Conductor T.
& Southwestern railroad. Three gradKnown as the Cincinnati, In not one quarter
of Brooklyn's popula while cooling off after exercise. One return, 155.00.
ing camps have been established, one K. Sawyer and Engineer John Tread-wa- Will Be dianapolis
POWDER
Western.
Abft
Minute Cough Cure cures at once.
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
concluded the other day that Indianapolis, md., July 31. The Cin- tion have nearly half as many police- solutely
at Falrliank, one a few miles out from
Immediately.
Sure
Acts
safe.
SepMay
Thursday
Saturday,
and
13
protes
to
causing
Is
SAFE
men,
bitter
and
boys
they
this
to
hanhow
would show the
Tombstone, and one midway between
cinnati, Hamilton & Indianapolis and
cure tor coughs, colds, croup, throat tember, inclusive, 1902. Final return
on the part of Brooklynttes.
dle green fruit, says the Newton Re- the Indiana,
the two points.
& Western rail- tation
Decatur
lung
O'Rielly
H.
J.
ft limit November 80, 1902.
troubles.
and
A SURE
Yesterday Manager W. S. Hopewell publican. They brought thirty cars roads were consolidated here today at
The coming Republican State Con Co.; B. H. Brlggs ft Co.
F. L. MYERS, Agent
GERMICIDE
and Treasurer J. T. McLaughlin, of the which weighed 1,110 tons from Dodge a meeting of directors of the two prop vention of New York will find Itself
to Newton in six hours flat and erties which hereafter will be known
DEODEBANT
Santa Fe Central Railway company, City
forced to take a stand almost unpre-cente- d
Special Summer Excursion.
signed the 12.500,000 bond Issue by the sustained one hour and ten minutes as the Cincinnati, Indianapolis ft Wes
DISINFECTANT
adowing
history
Albuquerque
return,
Chicago
In
to
and
to
the
its
delay
on
for
connections,
the road
company, of the proceeds of which
tern.
option of certain resolutions in other
$51.50.
AND TONICS
$2,000,000 are to go for construction which would make their running time
Albuquerque to Kansas City and re
States of the Union. New York reYOU
fifty
run
five
and
minutes.
This
hours
and the other $500,000 for track and
PREPARATIONS.
FAKE
HAIR
turn, $39.00.
publicans will be compelled to endorse
also made over the main line,
vVnr Improvements after January 1, was
Albuquerque to St. Louis and return.
POWDER 13
hlch. Is fourteen miles longer than Do Hair No Good, But Often Cause It president Roosevelt for renominatlon
1S04.
innr is ATn 4 1
$46.60.
so
1904,
a
in
do
for
failure
to
after
the
route ovsr the branch where most
to Fall Out
on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
Tickets
Thomas S. Payne, a Chicago, Rock the
warm
of
explicit
commendations
and
the late fast runs have been made.
Many hair preparations are "fake"
ataliTlft toJ'llJl VR.ITC roa
and June 24 to September 12, Inclusive.
Island & Pacific passenger conductor, of
or eight leadConsidering
size of the train and because they are merely scalp irri the President by seven
'
31, 1902.
return
Final
October
limit
& PARTI CU LAB &
CIRCULAR.
disshot himself in the forehead at his the delays it the
regarded
a
be
ing
would
Havana
Filler
States
was a most excellent run tants. They often cause a drynesi,
F. L. MYERS, Agent
home at Trenton, Mo. He was con- and ranks up among
tinctly hostile to Mr. Roosevelt. . The
the
best.
finally,
and,
making
brittle
hair
the
valescing from an attack of typhoid
of the PresidWESTERN AOT
Summer Tourists Rates to Colorado.
lifeless. Dandruff Is the cause of all Republican Convention
fever and Is supposed to have been
own State to be held in SeptemALBUQUtRQUC
ent's
fitwrit
germ
Fe.
connec
Can't
Get
Santa
In
trip;
$25.15,
Colorado
dis
Denver,
a
the
round
hair.
trouble
is
with
It
mentally unbalanced. Physicians say
'
Springs, $22.15, round trip; Pueblo,
with tne report that the Pennsyl ease. Tne germ makes cuticle scales ber will, therefore endorse htm. .
For Paie by
he cannot recover. Mr. Payne is about tion
$20.16, round trip.
Tickets on sale W. T. Walton.,,.--.
vania and the Rock Island are strug- as It dig to the root of the hair, where
Albuquerque
of
footBteps
other
Following
4o years old.
the
the
gling tor the control of the Santa Fe, it destroy.- - the hair's vitality, causing political parties, the Prohibitionists
June 1 to October 15, inclusive. Final C. H. Brlggs
Albuquerque
return limit October 31, 1902.
The Optic says: J. L. Mosher and a well posted railroad man of Denver the hair to fall out. To cure dandruff will hold their State
Las Vegas
Mann Drug Store
in
Convention
wife nave taken charge of the boarding had this to say:
the germ must be killed. "Destroy the New York to nominate a Governor and
Vegas
O. Murphy
Las
E.
East
Lodge,
meeting,
Ben
Grand
Annual
New-bro'car, formerly presided over by Mrs.
"I don't doubt that the dispatch re- cause, you remove the effect.
Springer
Kremls
Brothers
of
emblem
under
candidates
the
other
Elks,
of
Protective
Order
and
evolent
Herplclde is the only hair prepHammond. He is also foreman of the fers to efforts of one of these systems
Santa Fe
Fountain at Saratoga on Septem1902. A. J. Fieher ft Ca
Salt Lake, Utah, August
force of Western Union linemen who to secure such a foothold wltn the aration that kills the dandruff germ, the
Marcial
San
McCoach
W.
J.
5.
ber
trip.
Tickets
$33.10
round
for
of
Rate
have been operating below Albuquer- Santa Fe that It will be assured thereby leaving tho hair to grow lux
City
Drugxompany.
Porterfleld
.Silver
August
limit
on
final
return
sale
que. They are in Las Vegas for a few against the Pacific and Gould combi urlantly.
Paso, Tex.
has been excited here
Keller ft Pollard..
Much
Interest
El
agent.
Myers,
1902.
L.
30,
F.
Sept.
days.- awaiting further orders and lay- nations, but control of the Santa Fe
among all classes of politicians in
ing in needed supplies.
OFFICIAL CIRCULARS.
is practically an Impossibility. There
Devery's campaign for Tammany leadership In the Ninth Assembly
General Manager Wells, of the Santa are 35,000 stockholders in the Santa
I
the Santa Fe Coast Line Officials District. Devery is making a picturccntrol of the road
Fe Pacific road, has declared against Fe, and to secure expenditure
of many
Reappointed.
esque fight and his friends say that he
buil fighting. He has ordered the com- would mean the
California railway corporations that will eventually work up to the place of
pany's legal department to cancel the millions of dollars a sum that even
lease granted promoters for a proposed the Pennsylvania might well hesitate Include 1,188 miles of trac and neces Boss held by Richard Croker for sevV-sary equipment went out of legal ex enteen years, but Senator "Tim"
&"jt
A.
exhibition of the Spanish national over."
For Insuring Ih
istence July 1, and the fact failed to Sullivan, who la about as slick a polsport on the Santa
land at Point
are
men
Big
Railroad
Corn
Stories.
passing
even
create
possesses,
interest.
The
throwcity
is
aa
itician
Richmond. The bull fight promoters
the
are said to have obtained the neces- coming in loaded down with big corn transfer removes the Santa Fe Pacific ing his entire influence against Devsary permission by misrepresentation. stories, says the Topeka State Journal. that extends from Albuquerque to Bar- ery, and intends to put him effectually
'1 nua far they have launched out by exstow, and the San Francisco & San "out of the game.
Nothing could havo been more time- pressing it in general terms, but here Joaquin Valley
railway, operating from
ly for the Santa Fe water supply on after the immensity of the probable Point Richmoad south to Bakersfield.
There Is great activity among the
Chicago
extension than the rains crop will le expressed in a more den The first named road is 818 miles, and members of the Professional Woman's
the
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
which have fanen with such regularity nite manner. An engineer who runs the last named embraces 310 miles of League these days In view of the fact
end generosity this spring and sum east of here says that alout two miles main tracK and about sixty miles of that extensive preparations are being
mer. The great reservoir which the west of Carrolton, Mo., a farmer broke branch lines. The Santa Fe now owns made for the Woman's Exhibition
company completed this year at Tolu-ca- up an old pasture last fail and planted both roads in fact, as it has for years which will be given in Madison Square
It realizes the hlghett Interest rate; has tho lowest death rate;
111., is now filled and it will be sev
makes only the safest Investments; gives tho best results.
it to corn this spring. Now the stalks in name, having merged the roads af- Garden from October 6 to 18 under the
any
moons
demands that stand he is ready to swear ten feet fected, as is provided In the law en- auspices of the league. During the ex
eral
before
Its Policy Contracts Combine INVESTMENT, INSURANCE, ENthe railroad will make can run It dry above the fence posts, and In the eve acted for the purpose uy the legisla- hibition the Garden will be In the
DOWMENT, ANNUAL INCOME.
e
twenty-fivacres nlng when it is quiet the peculiar odor ture of California three years ago. The hands of a petticoat brigade for over
It covers an area of
The UNION CENTRAL for several years has paid from Its Interand holds nearly 38,000,000 gallons of arising from the pollen of the plant is future name of the merged properties three thousand attches will be em
est Receipts all of Its Death Claims, Matured Endowments and Taxes.
water.
so thick lu the air that It is almost will lie the Santa Fe ajstem coast ployed in the various departments of
No other Company has accomplished such results.
.
the great fair, and not one of the num
Scrip books of the Transmlsslsslnj)! sickening. Another engine driver says lines.
'FL 0R0D0RA' BANDS 'are
scrip bureau went on sale throughout tnat the stories alout the damage
President E. P. Ripley, In an official ber will tie of. the opposite sex. Tne
Life Policy
The Twenty-Payme- nt
of same value as tags from
Kaw circular received at aanta' Fe local exhibition Is intended to show the
the Transmissouri territory July 30 wnich the recent overflow of the
For a week tne central office in Omaha river wrought has been much exagger- headquarters, announces tne change as work of Women through out the world
THE BEST PROTECTIVE INSURANCE
and women of all nations will be
has been sending the books to all ated. He has not been able to see more follows:'SPEARHEAET. "STANDARD NAVT
In pursuit of characteristic
"The- company having acquired by
points between the Missouri river and than twenty or thirty acres of corn al
Inexpensive.
It gives perfect protection. It leaves no chance
It
is
and Kansas purchase the properties of the Santa
the coast and St. Paul and Gulf. The together between Topekaaway
a 'OLD PEACH dHONEK
, .,
of loss. It gives several ways of settlement.
by
City
company
was
washed
the
the
and
that
Railroad
Pacific
scrip
Fe
represents
which
contain
books
T."
U.
i
Tobacco
and
constan
woman
,
is
EVERYTHING IN THE POLICY GUARANTEED
San Francisco & San Joaquin Valley ilyThe influence of
for tickets. The high water.
$60, exchangeable
being extended to the trades as v.
.'"".J IL'.fJJ
Railway company, the same will be
covers are redeemable for an amount
Guaranty Life Policy is a definite contract to
The Twenty-PaymePtiysician and Druggists.
operated from and after this date as well as arts and sciences. Mrs. Jennie
representing the difference between
exact cost of carrying the Insurance can be
a
thing,
specific
do
and
the
ago
year
Packer,
appointed
was
a
who
Ford & Sturgeon, a prominent drug the Atchison, Topeka
Santa i e Raif-waCO
the cost of mileage books and the reg
known in advance
a business firm in this city W. L. TRIMBLE
receiver
of
Rocky
firm
writ
Hill
at
Station.
hy
company."
rates.
ular ticket
es: "We were requested by Dr. G. B.
In addition to the aiiove. Third Vice whose parents had disagreed and wan- Second street, between Railroad and
M. F. Hand, who inspects electrical Snigley to send for.Herbine for the President J. W. Kendrick has issued ted to seperate, has, Instead of closing
CENTRAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
UNION
Copper aveaae
lighting apparatus of passenger cars benefit of our customers. We ordered the following, dated vuicago, which is up the business, continued it, paid
OF CINCINNATI, OHIO
bills and put it in such a prosperous
is home from a stay of about a month three dozen in December, and we are endorsed by President Ripley:
Horses and Mules bought and eicaang
on the Pacific coast, says the Topeka glad to say, Herblne has given such
Effective July 1. l&o2. A. G. Wel'.s condition that the partners have beNEAL,
General Agents, Albuqusrqus, New Mexico.
CARTE
ed. Livery, Bale, Feed and
State Journal. Mr. Hand first went to great satisfaction that we have dup- is appointed general manager of the come reconciled, and she has Just been
vacancy
supply
a
Cal.,
to
Angeles.
discharged
Los
with the gratitude of all
Transfer Stables
sDtCiaK)00CCK5eK000OI
licated this order three times, and to- coattt lines of the Atchison, Topeka &
and after the regular man, who had day we gave your salesman another Santa Fe Railway comuany, with head- concerned.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
away
vacation,
a
had
resumed
on
been
order. We beg to say Dr. G. B. Snigley quarters at Los Angeles."
By fall it is hoped that electricity
his work. Hand gave some days to takes pleasure in recommending HerAddress W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO,
In order to complete the merger, will be
on all of the elevated
Townsend,
Harry
another
recreation.
blne." Otic bottle at Cosmopolitan General Manager Wells has reappoint- railroadsInstalled
Albuquerque. N. M.
Certainly
city.
of
the
the
inspector of this place, is now out of Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
ed his bureau chiefs In the following, "electrification" of the Manhattan
town, having gone Tuesday afternoon
o
July
1:
dated
Clevated Railway system Is progressTHE PLACE TO SPEND YOUR VACATION
to substitute while the man who usMexican Railway Building.
"Effective this date the following
ing steadily. Except during the rush
ually" does the work tuere takes a lay
L.
Shepard,
F.
J.
made.
are
compaper,
has
El Mundo, a Mexican
hours in the morning and evening
off.
205 West Gold avenue.
Situated in the heart of the Jemez mountains. Finest
piled the following statistics: There general superintendent; R. B. Burns, steam has been abolished completely
Next to First National Bank.
Fred Gilyeat. who quit a position in are 9.000 men employed on railway th.c engineer, and O. R. Joughins.
of Scenery and climate. Baths unsurpassed in the
the general offices at Topeka some construction in Mexico. Of these 6.000 mechanical superintendent."
Acker's Blood Elixer positively cures New & Second Hand Furnitu
United States for nearly all diseases. Good
Circulars announcing the aiiove is chronic blood poisoning
weeks ago in order to become time- are employed on the National, B.OoO
and all scrofukeeper for the engineers and firemen being on the line between Laredo and the first official document issued by lous affections. At all times a matchStoves and Household Goods.
hotel accommodations. Stage leaves
at Las Vegas, N. M., writes to relatives Monterey on the nor... end and 1,000 Manager Wells bearing authority of less system tonic purifier. Money reKe airing a Specialty.
.
Albuquerque three times a week.
lopeka
Atchison,
of
lines
the
Miguel
pleased
coast
Topeka
with
he
is
the
the
that
San
between
Acambaro
and
at
funded if you are not satisfied. 60c
Man- and $1. J.
& Santa Fe Railway company.
on the south end. The other
place which he now holds. Gilyeat reH. O'Reilly ft Co. and B. H.
packed
REASONABLE
for
stored
and
TERMS
Furniture
;Qeo. W. BIXLER, Mgr.
are employed mostly on the Central ager Wells' order is approved by Third Uriggs ft Co.
ports the country as being very dry,
shipment Highest prices paid for
.j
ia second-banthere having been no rainfall until just in Nuevo Leon and some on the Coahu- - Vice President J. W. Kendrick.
goods.
household
recently, within many months. According to the story of old residents it
is the longest drought that has been exIMHl'HH'l
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perienced for thirty years. He says
n
in;
that one ranchman had a flock of
sheep that were obliged to go without
JU"TUx as actual nourishment Is con a
water for four days and that water in
.ccrnt.1,
tho very cheapest and best that'ein
Las Vegas sells for lo cents a gallon.
(U- secure! U prescutcd by the cereals, whk
Heavy Loss. The wreck on the
(supply the waste of tho botlylnil the energy
Santa Ke near Seymour will prove an
"
(aud beat necessary to all auliuul. functions'
expensive one to the railroad company,
says the Trinidad Advertiser. Work
and hard labor.
of clearing the wreck away is going on
liliillll Ml
TllOK. IlAirYEY W, WlLKT,
rapidly and everything of value is be'
ing saved, but will not amount to much
of the Bureau of ChemintrTV
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It
as what wasn't smashed in the wreck
,
Department of AcricultureV
i.t..:tH
was burned up. The monster engine
which Jumped the track, but fortunateBRAIN-WORKERly stayed on the roadbed, was taken to
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the Raton shops or repairs. The dam
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for anybody!

FOR

All

s

12-1-

Ex-Chl-

Reasons

the

Union Central Life...

Insurance Company

Guaranty

'star: 'horseshoe:
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For the Sulphur Hot Springs
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
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I.. L. Henry, attorney of Gallup, Is In

AVYZ

SOmJEaib

the city.

"

'

'

Col. E. W. Dobson is
day on legal matters.

-

at Socorro

to-

business he will engage. The Citizen
wishes him luck wherever he may iocate.
TEXAS

FLOOD.

Railroad Tracks Washed Away and
Hon. Solomon Luna has returned to
Much Property Destroyed.
his home at Los Lunas.
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 1. The north- Vegas,
Las
Mrs. t.lizle Brooklns, of
pastern portion of Texas is now
is an Albuquerque visitor.
feeling the effects of the flood. The
m.
it-- rwv
'' ..' i
J. B. Alexander, of Phoenix, Ariz., rlso of Its small tributaries Is causing
Is an Albuquerque Visitor.
Grand Saline river to go on a rampage,
T. B. Johnson, and family, of Sellg-man- , At Klldare, the Texas & Pacific tracks
were washed out and the water Is
ArU., are in the city.
A large crew of workmen Is on
J. M. Romero, a prominent farmer, hlgii.
the ground, however, and little trouble
of Los Lunas, Is in the city.
is expected. There Is still some trouble
Roy McDonaldls expected back from on the Texas Midland east of Pallas,
his trip to Illinois this evening.
In the Pecos valley west and on the
W'oXFORDS AND BROKEN LINES OF SHOES FOR MEN, WOMEll
' Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Franks, of
Aransas Pass In the southwest.
'
are Albuquerque visitors.
AND CHILDREN AT CUT PRICES. THIS IS A GOOD CHANCE TO
Mrs. Felix Lester went to Bernalillo
QUESTIONS THE RIGHT.
'.'GET SOME HOT WEATHER COMFORT AT GREATLY REDUCED
this morning for a few days' visit.
Important special Elk tr.pcting thl Iowa May Invalidate the Rock Island
J. RATES.
,
evening at 7:30 o'clock at Zclger't
Incorporation.
cafe.
'
Moines,
Des
Iowa. Aug. 1 Governor
OXFORDS,
$2.00, CUT TO
WOMEN'S
$1.60
Miss Clara Gertig. who has ben Cummins announces that he will pro'
spending a week at Camp Whitcomb, ceed to investigate the right of the
'WOMEN'S OXFORDS, $230, CUT TO
$2.00
has returned to the city.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway
$2.25
i WOMEN'S OXFORDS, $2.75,. CUT TO
Abraham Kempenlch, the prosperous to Incorporate under the laws of Iowa
OXFORDS,
$3.00,
WOMEN'S
CUT
TO
$2.35
4
merchant cf Peralta, Is transacting and if he finds the law Is being violat
$3.25, CUT TO
: WOMEN'S OXFORDS,
$2.60
business in Albuquerque today.
ed he will order the attorney general
WOMEN'S OXFORDS, $330, CUT TO
$2.65
George Arnot, manager of the local to bring action to Invalidate the incor
.
$2.75
WOMEN'S OXFORDS, $3.75, CUT TO
Gross, Kelly & Co. wholesale housa, poration papers filed yesterday.
was a passenger north this morning.
MEN'S OXFORDS, $4.00, CUT TO
$2.75
EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS
The mothers' meeting of the Wo
MEN'S OXFORDS, $3.00, CUT TO ,
$2 25
man's Christian Temperance union has
95o
MEN'S OXFORDS! $1.15, CUT TO .'
been postponed from August 1 to Au Southern California Visited by Several
95c
MEN'S CANVAS SHOES, $1.15, CUT TO
gust 15. ,
Severe Earth Tremors.
Doctors wroth and Cornish were
Santa Barbara. Cal., Aug. 1. Sev eral
called to Los Lunas last night by the severe shocks of earthquake were felt
i
i
serious Illness of Mrs. Wittwer, wife in the Los Alamos valley today. SevOUR 8TOCK OF HIGH
of Dr. Wittwer.
eral buildings not already destroyed
J. H. O'Rielly, the manager of the were badly cracked. Not a house was
GRADE GROCERIES
Washington Life' Insurance company inhabited last night, people building
Is selected expressly ts meet the re- of
A special
this district, has purchased the trot boa fires In the streets.
quirements of a discriminating trade. ting horse St. Elmo from Joe Barnett train from 8an Luis Obispo was sent
We handle only reliable, first class
R. B. Thomas, who came down from to l.os Alamos at the request of resihalf the
goods. We carry full lines and can Cerrillcs to attend the Rodey recep- dents and took away abouteverybody
people and this morning
'
guarantee quality. Nothing but the tion and visit with his family over who
owned or could Becure vehicles
returned to that place last
best, and our prices, you know, are al- Thursday
deserted the place, leaving for San
night.
Maria.
ways low. Fine teas, pure coffee, canE. J. Sanford, of Kansas City, was Luis Obispo, Lompoc or Santa
r
ned goods, table delicacies, etc., lower here a short time last night on his way
New Superintendent.
to the City of Mexico. He is president
than elsewhere.
Little Rock, Arx.. Aug. 1. W. W.
and superintendent of the Union depot
Wcntz, formerly superintendent of the
company.
Railroad of New Jersey, today
There will be a regular meeting of Central
general suAdah chapter No. 5, O. E. S., Friday began his new duties as
tnc Choctaw, Oklaevening, August 8. at 8 o'clock. By perintendent of
John H. Har
Nos. 118 and liO Cost1! Second St
order cf wortiiy matron. Laura Fluke, homa & Gull", succeeding
ris, resigned. The new superintendent
'
secretary.
was the right hand man of C. H. Warprominent mining ren,
J. A. Blondin,-formerly president of the Central
man from near Lps Placitas, who spent Railroad of New Jersey, and now at
yesterday In the city buying supplies the head of the Rock Island, which
Mid visiting old frieuds, returned florae road has bought a controlling Interest
LUCKY SEVEN this morning.
8EVEN SELLERS
in the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf.
The 7 months' old boa of Antonio
Florshelm Oxford Tie. $3.60 to $4.00.
morn.
W. V. Wolvln, D. D. 8., Dental SurFlorshelm Southern Tie, $3.00 to Ortiz died in this city yesterday
lng and last night the body was sent geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
$3.50.
Southern Tie, solid comfort, $2.25 to to the family ho'me at'Pena Blanca, by block. Both 'phones.
O. W. Strong & Sons.
$2.50.
Fresh shrimps, 'M cents pint. San
Thomas A. Goodwin and wife, of tae Jose
Southern Tie, plain toe, $2.50 to
Market.
Arlington house, are arranging for a
$3.00.
Prince Alberts, plain toe, S2.0 to trip to the Jemez springs, iney x
Don't forgt-- thg.ball game and races
pect to leave Sunday morning and re at the fair grounds on Sunday afteriz...
Dongola Oxfords, $1.75 to $2.00
turn about September 1.
..
noon.
Canvas Oxfords, best quality, $1.50.
Harry P. Owen left last evening for
Llbby's veal loalf fwo canjs 25 cents.
San Francisco, where he will join his
wife. They will visit with tie family San Jpae Market.
"'1tO- j
of Prof. J. P. Owens at Santa Monica, LOST A
leather pocket tool case, conbefore returning to this city.
pilars,
screw'
pair
driver
taining
a
cf
Steven E. Roehl, claim- agent at the
date goods, made over iae latest lasts
wrench, eomewhere between the
and
f) V ' ; MONEY TO LOAN.
and guaranteed to give satisfaction. local Santa Fe freight house, who, with
Sisters' school a&d Fourteenth" street
,'( On diamonds, watcnes, etc.. or any
on New York avenue. Leave same
Read our ad and examine our window. his wife and brother, has been visiting
goods C.
, good Security; also household
May's popular priced shoe store, 208 with friends at Topeka for tome time
at this office and receive reward.
me;
strictly
confidential. West. Railroad avenue.
past, returned home last nlgl)t.
stored with
o
1
price
paid for household
Highest cash
Franco-Americasoups, the best
daugh
Mr.
Mrs.
and
and
Demlng
Wm.
magnificent
'
Jenks
a
has
school
120.
'phone
Automatic
goods.,
made, full quart cans 25 cents each at
Margaret,
morn
system.
Miss
returned
this
ter.
avenue.
T. A. WniTTEN, 114 uoid
the San Jose Market.
Denting, the comtn city of New ing f rem a two months outing at (Li
o
ferent places on the Pacific coast. Th?y
Mexico.
Some good races will be pulled off
a fine time.
having
report
had
on Sunday after
grounds
at the fair
llemmg water is chemically pure
CITY
Rabbi Dr. Kaplan, of Denver, will noon.
equal to Polan Springs.
Albeit
' Demlng
water and pure ozone make conduct services at Temple
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Green chill. San Jose Market.
at 7:43 o'clock. The regular choir
-- c
Darning, the railroad center of New strong and healthy people.
will be supplemented by Mr. Thomas
Hall & Learnard, the square music
No tuberculosis preservaline or col- of Washington, who will sing a solo.
Vesica.
dealers, have great bargains in organs
' 8e the newest In ladies' neckwjai" oring in Matthews' Jersey milk.
posi at present. Come la and see them.
accepted
has
Jones
the
Elston
great
Demlng
a
is
health
resort
Economist
t Tha
o
of assayer at the Cerrlllos smelDarning, the gateway to the best has no superior In climate for the cure tion
Netted Gem cantaloupes fresh daily
F. A. Jones,
son
ter.
a
Prof.
of
He
is
pulmonary
troubles.
of
of Old Mexico.
only 17 years old. at the San Joss? Market.
Demlng will be the great smelter of this city, and is assayers
.i Window shades In all colors and
cf the terone
bdt
of
best
the
Russell Sage Says:
inaTldtha at Albert Fabers, $05 Railroad center. Two large plants will be
ritory.
Its not how much you earn, but how-year.
' "
within
the
stalled
Fresh Cut Flowers,
'
J. P. Jones, of the firm of Harri3 & much you save that will enable you to
Look Into Klcinwort'a market on
"IVES, THE FLORIST.
easy in your old age. We can
r'
North Third street He has the nicest Jones, proprietors of The Cabinet sa take Ityou
money on that bath sponge
loon, was a passenger for Williams, save
V Denies! Dont overlook It If you fresh meets In the city.
Arizona, on the California flyer yester- you intend to buy and on all other toi
are looking for a sale and paying InWe are sole agents for Wheeler & day.
He will return to Albuquerque in let articles. Fine bath sponges, 2d and
vestment
Wlison sewing machines. " Albert'
35 cents. Page & Voorhees, prescrip
a few days.
endless vaMexican drawn wors-t305 Railroad avenue.
tion druggists, Beeontt door north of
riety, at Albert Faber's, 303 Railroad
family
arriv
Prof. W. D. Decker and
Why buy high priced lota when you
postofnee.
ramie.
from
Plnos
o
can get them cheap In Demlng now, ed in the city yesterday
get
engaged
In
In. Demlnj another good hotel la with certain advance assured T
FreBh cheries. San Jose MarCet.
Altos and are busily
' Bused ed to
is
to
enormous
Decker
accommodate the
ting settled. Professor
Agricultural lands In Demlng are
F. A. Jones, E. M., C. E.
.... . .
Inorease of population.-- .
for fertility, production of be the new principal at the Fourth
Consulting Mining Engineer
' In afexlcan drawn work we are
ward school.
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
U. S. Geological Survey
bowing a big assortment.
Albert
Sam Locke, live stock Inspector fir Field assistant
We carry the largest variety of linAlbuqnerque, N. M.
J-b- er,
305 Railroad avenue.
Mexico,
pil
New
of
oleums and
cloths in this city. the seventh district
Correspondence solicited.
The Percales we sell at 5 cents per Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
came up from Socorro this morning
o
'
yard are very scarce. Leon B. Stern.
In
the
transacting
business
and is
I
o
Fresh tomatoes. San Jose Market.
Socorro
city
today.
yon
Demlng
He
wi.
return
ta
can buy Iota for $100
In
Biennial Meeting, Knights of Pythvkdeh will pay you 100 per cent in leas ias, San Francisco, AuguBt
Shirt Special.
1902. tomorrow night
tkan twelve months.
Get some of those Wilson Bros. $1.25
Rate of $35.00 for round trip. Tickets
Mrs. W. W. Strons, wife of the prom
inclusive; final Inenl contractor and carpenter, return nnd $1.50 shirts at our Green Tag sale
We are clciiicg out the balance of on sale August
emr light footwear at greatly reduced Yeturn limit, September 30, 1902. F. ed home yesterday morning from A for 95 cents'. Simon Stern, the Railprices. They are all stylish, up to L. Myers, agent.
two months' outing at different places road avenue clothier.
-- o
along the Pacific coast. Mrs. Stroug
Sweet pickled corned beef. San Joso
trip.
reports
a
having
fine
had
jpvqqoQoo,qs apg,o.os o.q.o, as gg a fljgj&&g .aa &gA&a&ag.gaa
Market.
o
Dr. David t. Day, chief of the divls
to know what $martly dretttd men vear
Rubber In Your Dollars.
ion of mining and mineral resourevs
thi$ teaion, auk to tee Stein liloch Clothe:"
If there s any time in the year when
of t'ae United States, expects to vielt
Albuquerque during the territorial fair you can stretch your dollars out, It's
.
to Btudy the mineral exhibits irom the now. The Lion Store.
""'
''
o
;
fj
several counties of the territory.
Cold boiled hams at the San Jose
J. H. Gainsley, who was at the Las Market.
Vegas hot springs the past week for
th- - rheumatism,
returned to the city
In Demlng good sate loans can bf
last night, and was on duty at the clo bad at better rates than In the old ea
thing store of Simon Stern thlb morn- tablished towns.
big, lie reports himself in fairly goou
Chlpned dried beef at the San Jose
8
,
condition.
Mar left.
We Have Just Placed on
Lou Hclz. one of the stalwarts at the
White Elephant, is on the sick list, but
STOVE KKPA1RS.
Sale Two Hundred High Grade
hop.'H to rnturn to work in a few days
Borradalle & Co.,
Thi3 makes "three stalwarts" who have
117 Gold Ave.
Soft and Stiff Hats Worth
O
t
;
o
bern on the sick lint at the resort bincc
Pan
meats arc the best.
Jose
$3.50
and
Market
$3.00
$2.50'
Col. Neher extfaded the White Ele
o
phant to Railroad avenue.
Notice of Dissolution. '
FOR ONLV
C. H. Ptevenson, master mechanic
Notice is hcreuy given that by mutof the Colorado Fuel and Iron com ual const lit and agreement the tirtu of
pany, headquartiTs at Denver, made Mandell & Crunsfeld is dissolved,
The Citlzt'n a pleasant call tbia morn James Grunbft'ld retiring, and the bust
Jpg. nccomiwnlud - SUihtn I'anavan, nets wtll
be continued by Mike Man
of Gallup. , nis company U making ex dell. the said Mike kiandell assuming
Gajlup,
and all the obligations of the said firm and
tensive lmiirovements at
Broken Lots and Sizes
Ur. Stevenv.on is a route there to su- collecting all accounts owed to the
aud Secure your
Only-Co- me
perintend the work.
said firm.
JAMES GIU'NSFELD,
James Grunsfuld. having retired
Fall Hat at Once.
M. MANDELL.
from the clothing firm of Mandell fe
'1't n" f
expects to leave either to- FOR SALE
GmnsfeM,
Several hundreds poumia
?
morrow morning or at night for Chiof bran new brevier and small pica;
cago, Mw. Gitinsfeld and ton remaingood type stands, tables, etc. In fact
ing iere uatil Jimmy gU settled. Mr.
a country aewspaper outfit furnish
says, ai prtirui ue uui uui
)uruiMmu
ed. Inquire or address The Citizea
he will locate or In what

bi

"?,
usijuuuy

bus
L

l'Havan a
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Colder, ..Rule Otv Goods Go.

I

: 1

ll e

1
BIG

I

BARGAIN

Algo-done-

& CO.

in

GOODS

WASH

Closing Out Sale.....

J. L. BELL

bargains

NO. 1.

Our entire stock of Wash Goods worth from 50c to
your choice now
BARGAIN

t

T.

ur

BARGAIN

NO. 3.

patterns of our famous
Goods, your choice now

200 different

Primrose

Batiste

.

lrt

,

Fa-be- r.

'

a

.- -

11c yard

A big lot of Cotton Challies,

3,e

your choice now

.

from

stap: "horseshoe:

"cpeaxhm 'standard navy!
' "
ld feachc honey'. '
cr.d O.

T."

.

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH, Prcprietora.

HARDWARE.

Tobacco

yya.j--

- ""

'

AND PILLOW CASES.

E. J. POST & CO.

are

'FLO ROD ORA 'BANDS

efscm vJuo as tags

- -

Ifouvat

-

r.

u

'

An

Earthquake

.4

--

v

Ts

'

I(fv-- '

P!'

$150

U-

E. L. WASHBURN.

yard

IN TABLE LINEN, TOWELS, SPREADS, SHEETS

BIG BARGAINS

i

Notice.
The Rico Cafe serves (he best meals
15
and 25 cents. Short
city
at
the
orders, 5 cents vp, 111 North First

Buckeye

In

street.

Mowers

BLOCK'S HOTEL
ONLY FIRST CLASS HOUSE

Banner and Steel Hay Rakes.
Eclipse Hay Presses

AT

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS

.

NOW OPEN FOrt GUESTS.

'.'.;

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

PATRONAGE . SOLICITED.
'

:

'

J.

?

B. BLOCK,
'

Proprietor,
OOCCOCOOOOCXXXXXXX)OCOOCX

THE

BIG SUCCESS!

A

UNIVERSITY
OF

NEW

CESS, AS, USUAL,

ACADEMIC, COLLEGIATE, NORMAL
AND COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS

The School of Music offers full courses
in Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Doard and rdbms at the University
Dormitory, at reasonable rates.
Fall term onens Thursday. Sect. 18.
1902, at 10:30 a. m.
For further Information, address,
W. G. TIGHT, President, .
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

THING WE

8

in

E. G.

IN A LARGER MEASURE THAN OUR

WEEK WE OFFER

MENTS.
BY

WE HAVE THE MERCH-

A LOT

Dealers In

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins
WRITE FOR PRICES
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

OF FIFTY DOZEN NOB.

EW AND STYLISH NEGLIGE SHIRTS AT

95 cents
THESE GOODS ARE MADE BY WILSON BROTHERS OF THE

0

BEST GRADE OF MADRAS CLOTH.

q

THE PATTERNS ARE UP TO

N. Second

Garcia & Co

ANY-

I

Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.
Office and parlor

SUC-

THAN WE PROMISE IN OUR ANNOUNCE

DO MORE

J. W. Edwards

I Also Sell Monuments

UNQUALIFIED

ANDISE WITH WHICH TO BACK UP OUR CLAIMS, AND IF

152

69.

EVEN

PREVIOUS ONES. AND NO WONDER.

New 'Phone

Old 'Phone

AN

OUR GREEN TAG SALE HAS PROVED

JEXIC0

:

11-2-

Wash

NO. 4.

BARGAIN

n

NEWS.

29c yard

Our entire stock of Wash Goodo worth from 25c to 50c a yard,
your choice now
19c yard

MUENSTERMAN.

,

a"yard,

NO. 2.

a

MEN'S OXFORDS

$1

X

DATE AND THE COLORS ABSULUTELY

8

THEY ARE BEAUTIFULLY MADE

8

FROM 14 TO 18.

8

AT $1.25 TO $1.75.

g

SAVE MONEY.

1

SIMON STFRrJThs

AND

GUARANTEED
WE

HAVE

'

FAST. R

ALL SIZES ' fi

THESE GOODS ARE RETAILED EVERYWHERE

8

AND

0

CALL BEFORE

THEY ARE ALL SOLD

X

M.

S. MICHAEL,
Dealer

R.

R- -

Ave. Clothier.

In

Fine Watches,
Fine Jewelry.

FINE WATCH REPAIPHNG.
Repairing done promptly and by
skilled workmen.
325 South Second Streei.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

MONEY TO LOAN
On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains la watches
of every description.
NOW,
A. H.
street,
doom
few
209 South Second
north of vcatofflea

)OOOOCCOOOCC)QDOCCC)COCC)OOOCa

Whitney

Company

"WHOLESALE HARDWARE
WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

Plowe, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses
NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
AND TINNERS.
-

GENTLEMEN!
Our selection) of over two thousand
spring samples, comprising all the
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
veatlnga, overcoats
suitings, fanr-and fulldresb aults, are ready for
your Inspection. Our tailoring and
atyles are unexcelled and the prices
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
216 South Second street.

PLUMBIRS

South First

street

'Phones:

AuL 21 S; Bell, 85.

AlUuquerqde, N.

